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ABSTRACT 

 

This thesis presents on the synthesis and characterization of novel asymmetric and 

symmetrical metallophthalocyanines (MPcs) substituted with carboxylic acid 

functional groups and centrally metallated with zinc and indium. The MPcs are 

further covalently linked to cysteine capped silver nanoparticles (cys-AgNPs), amino 

functionalized magnetic nanoparticles (AMNPs) and folic acid (FA) through an 

amide bond between the carboxylic group of MPcs and the amino group of FA, cys-

AgNPs or AMNPs. The covalent linkage of MPcs to FA improved the water solubility 

of MPcs and allowed for singlet oxygen quantum yield determination in water. 

Asymmetric MPcs and their conjugates were found to have improved photochemical 

and photophysical properties compared to symmetrical MPcs and their conjugates. 

The heavy atom effect of AMNPs and AgNPs improved the triplet and singlet oxygen 

quantum yields of MPcs.  

MPcs and their conjugates (MPc-FA, MPc-AMNPs, MPc-AgNPs) were found to 

have lower in vitro dark cytotoxicity and higher photodynamic therapy (PDT) activity 

on MCF-7 breast cancer cells. The water soluble MPc-FA had better PDT activity 

when compared to MPc-AMNPs due to the active targeting of folic acid-folate 

binding on cancer cell surface. MPcs and MPc-AgNPs conjugates also showed 

excellent in vitro cytotoxicity on S. aureus under light irradiation compared to dark 

cytotoxicity. The photosensitizing properties of MPcs and their conjugates are 

demonstrated for the first time in this thesis, both on breast cancer cells (MCF-7) 

through photodynamic therapy and on microorganisms (S. aureus) through 

photodynamic antimicrobial chemotherapy.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 

Preamble 

This thesis presents the synthesis of symmetrical and asymmetric 

metallophthalocyanines (MPcs) centrally metallated with zinc and indium. The MPcs 

are covalently linked to folic acid (FA), magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) and silver 

nanoparticles (AgNPs). The photophysical and photochemical properties of MPcs, 

MPc-FA, MPc-AMNPs and MPc-AgNPs conjugates are reported, together with their 

photocytotoxicity efficacy on breast cancer cells (MCF-7) and microbes 

(Staphylococcus aureus).
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1.1 METALLOPHTHALOCYANINES.  

Metallophthalocyanines (MPcs) are macrocyclic structures with 18 π-electron 

aromatic porphyrin synthetic analogues, consisting of four diiminoisoindoline units 

linked together through nitrogen atoms, Fig 1.1. MPcs have been extensively 

studied for their exclusive properties that are due to the electronic delocalization and 

extensive hetero-aromatic π-conjugation structure. The MPc’s structure allows for 

insertion of different heavy metals in the central cavity, can also be substituted on 

the peripheral (β) and non-peripheral (α) positions with various substituents to 

improve the physical, electronic and optical properties of the complex [1–3].  

These properties, together with excellent thermal and chemical stabilities and low 

toxicity have made MPcs great candidates for use in various fields including gas 

sensors [4], optical limiting applications [5], catalysis [6] and as photosensitizers in 

photodynamic therapy [PDT] [7] and in photodynamic antimicrobial chemotherapy 

(PACT) [8]. For this work, MPcs substituted at the peripheral (β) position with 

carboxylic acid containing substituents are used as photosensitizer agents for PDT 

and PACT.  
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Fig 1.1. A typical structure of metallophthalocyanine depicting the α and β positions 

of the isoindoline units. 

 

1.1.1 Spectroscopy.  

MPcs have two strong distinctive absorption bands known as the Q and B bands. 

The Q-band is the single most intense band in the visible region (ca 670 nm and 

beyond) [9,10] while the B-band consist of two superimposed bands (B1 and B2) that 

appear as a broad peak in the ultraviolet region (300 - 400 nm) [11], Fig 1.2. Using 

the four-orbital model proposed by Gouterman [12], the Q-band is as a result of the 

transition between the ground state a1u of the highest occupied molecular orbital 

(HOMO) to eg of the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital, while the B-bands are due 

to the a2u to eg (B1) and b2u to eg (B2) transitions, Fig 1.3. 
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Fig 1.2. Typical ground state electronic absorption spectra of MPcs in DMSO. 

Unpublished work.  

   

Fig 1.3. Electronic transitions showing the origin of the Q-band and the B-bands of 

MPcs. 
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MPcs typically form aggregates in solution. Aggregation is a result of interactions 

between the π-systems of the Pc rings, resulting in blue or red shifting and splitting 

of the Q-band. Fig 1.4 shows the electronic transitions that are caused by the two 

types of aggregates found in Pcs. The formation of such aggregates causes a split 

of the excited state energy level, Fig 1.4. The J-aggregates results in red shifting 

and H-aggregates results in blue shifting of the Q-band [13,14]. H-aggregates are 

formed when there is parallel stacking of the monomer units while J-aggregates 

forms when the monomer units form end to end stacking.  

Aggregation can be reduced by the presence of bulky substituents or addition of 

axial ligands to defer the association of the rings. In this work, bulky tert-butyl 

containing substituents were introduced as secondary substituents on asymmetric 

MPcs to reduce aggregation. 

 

Fig 1.4. Molecular exciton theory depicting the electronic transitions for J and H- 

aggregates of MPcs. 
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1.1.2 Synthesis. 

There are several methods that can be used to synthesize MPcs, Scheme 1.1. The 

synthesis of MPcs from the precursors such as phthalic anhydride, phthalic acid, 

phthalimide, o-dibromobenzene, o-cyanobenzamide and phthalonitrile is achieved 

through cyclotetramerization reaction in the presence of metal salt (MX) and a 

catalyst [15–18]. Phthalic anhydride route is usually used in large scale production 

of MPcs since the starting material is cheaper [19]. 

 

The phthalonitrile route, as was used in this study, gives higher purity of MPcs. The 

preparation of substituted MPcs can be achieved from the condensation of one or 

two substituted phthalonitriles in the presence of a metal salt, a high boiling point 

solvent and a catalyst (commonly 1,8-diazabicyclo [5.4.0]undec-7-ene (DBU)), 

Scheme 1.2 B. Different substituted phthalonitrile precursors of MPcs can be 

prepared through the nucleophilic substitution of the nitro groups of 3- or 4-

nitrophthalonitrile in the presence of potassium carbonate at room temperature [20], 

Scheme 1.2 A. 
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Scheme 1.1.  Synthetic routes of MPcs from various precursors. 

 

Scheme 1.2. Illustration of the synthesis of a tetra substituted MPcs from 4-

nitrophthalonitrile.  
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Symmetrically substituted MPc derivatives are synthesized from one phthalonitrile 

(Scheme 1.2) while asymmetric type MPc derivatives are synthesized from a mixed 

condensation of two phthalonitriles (Scheme 1.3). Asymmetric MPcs are of interest 

as they provide one point of co-ordination, whilst exhibiting unique set of properties 

required for use in applications such as PDT [21], PACT [8], optical limiting and 

material science [22]. Mixed condensation reaction of two phthalonitrile (A and B) 

results in a mixture of six MPcs labelled ABBB, AABB, ABAB, BBBB, AAAB and 

AAAA, Scheme 1.3.  

 

A higher yield and purity of asymmetric (ABBB type MPc) can be achieved by 

adjusting the mole ratio of B to be thrice or higher than that of A [15,23], followed by 

chromatic separation and purification. This study reports on both the symmetrical 

and asymmetric carboxyl MPcs, and further link the MPcs to folic acid, silver, and 

magnetic nanoparticles through an amide bond.  
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Scheme 1.3. Mixed condensation reaction of two phthalonitrile (A and B) complexes 

to yield a mixture of six MPcs.  
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1.2 PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY. 

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) of cancer has been extensively studied as an 

alternative to conventional cancer treatments such as chemotherapy and 

radiotherapy. These treatment methods have extensive side effects such as toxicity 

to kidneys and bone marrow, increasing drug resistance overtime, hair loss and 

nausea [24,25]. An advantage of PDT is that the administered photosensitizer (PS) 

agent is harmless until activated by light. The activation of the PS agent by light of 

specific wavelength generates cytotoxic singlet oxygen that is responsible for the 

destruction of tumour cells. 

 

 

1.2.1 MPcs in PDT. 

MPcs are well-known photosensitizer agents [7] with known compounds in clinical 

trials for the treatment of cancer, Fig 1.5. Photosens and Pc-4 are already at the 

advanced stages of the clinical trials [26,27]. MPcs with central metals such as Zn 

(II), Sn (IV) and Ge (IV) are preferred MPc derivatives for PDT application due to 

their ability to increase intersystem crossing (ISC) of excited molecules to the triplet 

state. These MPcs have also shown to have longer triplet lifetimes and quantum 

yields that can effectively interact with ground state molecular oxygen (3O2) to 

produce cytotoxic singlet oxygen (1O2) [28,29]. It is for this reasons that this work 

focused on preparing MPcs containing Zn (II) and In (III) as photosensitizer agents 

on breast cancer cells.  
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Fig 1.5. MPcs currently in clinical trials.  

 

1.2.2 PDT mechanism. 

Scheme 1.4 shows the Type I and Type II photochemical mechanisms that are 

followed by MPcs after photoexcitation with light. MPcs in the ground state absorbs 

energy from light to reach the electronically excited singlet state (1MPc*). The short-

lived 1MPc* undergoes ISC to the long-lived triplet excited state (3MPc*) [30]. Type 

II mechanism involves the generation of singlet oxygen from the interaction of 

molecular oxygen (3O2) with the MPc in the excited triplet state (3MPc*).  
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In the Type I mechanism, the 3MPc* interacts with the molecular oxygen to generate 

superoxide and hydroperoxyl radicals that oxidizes the substrate, Scheme 1.4. The 

Type II mechanism is the most common in PDT [28].  

 

 

 

Scheme 1.4. Schematic representation of Type I and Type II photochemical 

mechanism of PDT. ISC =Intersystem crossing, Subs = Substrate.  
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1.2.3 Specificity in PDT. 

The main drawback of PDT is non-specificity and non-selectivity of photosensitizer 

agents to cancerous cells over normal cells [31]. Enhanced delivery, retention and 

localization of photosensitizer agents can be achieved through active and passive 

targeted drug delivery systems, which further increases efficiency of the treatment 

[32]. Active targeting involves the use of photosensitizer agents linked to ligand 

molecules that are specific cancer cell surface markers (receptors or antigens) 

which are over-expressed on tumour cell surfaces [33]. Molecules such as 

antibodies, aptamers, folic acid, peptides and oligonucleotides are typically been 

used as high affinity ligands [34].  

For this work, MPcs are linked to folic acid (FA) to maximize the selectivity and 

retention of MPcs on tumour cells through folic acid-folate receptors binding. A 

number of malignant cells have folate receptors expressed on their surfaces, which 

helps them to multiply rapidly during cell proliferation [35,36]. Linking MPcs to FA, 

results in tumour-selective drug delivery system [37] that could improve the PDT 

activity of MPcs on the cancer cells.  

 

Passive targeting takes advantage of the leaky intratumoral blood vessels. 

Photosensitizer agents are linked to nanocarriers that can permeate through the 

leaky blood vessels and deliver the drug at the cancer site, a phenomenon known 

as enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect [38,39]. Nanomaterials with 

unique physicochemical properties such as quantum dots, gold nanoparticles, 

liposomes and magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) [39–42] have been used previously 

as nanocarriers for PS agents. In this work, silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) and 
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magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) are used as nanocarriers for MPcs to optimize the 

accumulation of MPcs at the cancer site [32]. Additionally, the heavy atom of 

nanoparticles is known to improve the photosensitizing properties through external 

heavy atom effect [41,43]. Table 1.1 lists previously reported MPcs conjugated to 

different cancer specific biomolecules and nanoparticles for application in PDT using 

different cancer cell lines [7,21,44–54]. In this work, the photodynamic activity of 

MPcs covalently linked to folic acid (FA), AgNPs and MNPs on MCF-7 human breast 

adenocarcinoma cell is investigated.  

 

The conjugation of FA to MPcs was previously achieved by amide bond linkage 

between the NH2 of MPcs and the COOH of FA  [49,50,52]. This will be the first time 

that the linkage of MPcs to FA is achieved by using the COOH of MPcs with the NH2 

of FA, Table 1.1. FA molecules possesses two carboxyl groups, termed α and γ. 

Linking MPcs to COOH moiety of FA (especially the α) disrupts folate receptor 

binding recognition [55], hence this work uses the amino group instead of the COOH 

groups of FA employed in the past. Additionally, MPcs reported in this work are 

mono substituted with carboxyl groups which offers a more defined amide bonding 

to the primary NH2 of FA compared to the previously reported tetra substituted 

amino ZnPc [52].  

 

MPc-MNPs mixed conjugates were previously reported for PDT of cancer cells [47]. 

Covalently linked MPc-MNPs are reported for the first time in this work for use in 

PDT, Table1.1. The MNPs reported in this work are amino functionalized, which 

affords amide bonding to the COOH groups of MPcs. Covalent linkage ensures that 
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the conjugates does not separate during PDT. Photosensitizers such as MPcs 

linked to MNPs possess a further advantage of a targeted PDT mode with combined 

magnetic resonance imaging [56].  

 

MPc-AgNPs conjugates have also been reported for PDT [21,51], the conjugation 

of MPcs to AgNPs was achieved through affinity binding of thiol groups of Pcs to Ag 

surface [21] and the covalent linkage of MPcs to AgNPs [51], Table 1.1. This work 

reports for the first time on the covalent linkage of MPcs to AgNPs using cysteine 

as a linker. Cysteine is a small chain molecule without an extra amide bond 

compared to the previously reported glutathione [57]. Additionally, the asymmetric 

MPcs used in this work have cinnamic acid substituents compared to acetic acid 

[51] and alkyl thiols [21] of reported complexes, Table 1.1. Cinnamic acids are 

natural carboxylic acid containing compounds with known inhibitory properties 

against fungi, tumour and parasites [58–60], hence are used in this study to further 

improve the PDT efficiency of MPcs. Their carboxylic acid groups are also used to 

form an amide bond with the NH2 of cysteine on AgNPs surface.   

 

The effects of symmetry and substituents on the photophysical and photochemical 

properties of MPcs linked to AgNPs or MNPs, as well as their PDT activity on MCF-

7 breast cancer cells are investigated. The heavy atoms of MNPs and AgNPs are 

also used to improve the photosensitizing properties of MPcs by influencing ISC of 

excited molecules through heavy atom effect.  
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Table 1.1. MPc-conjugates used in PDT.  

Complex Cell-line Ref  

 

Chloro aluminium Pc (ClAlPc) and ClAlPc 

mixed MNPs. 

Human mesenchymal stem 

cells derived from bone 

marrow (BM-MSC), Human 

glioma cell lines 

(tumorigenic: U87MG and 

non-tumorigenic: T98G) 

[47] 

 

Axially substituted biotin SiPc 

Hela cells (Hela human 

cervical carcinoma cells) 

[48] 

  

ZnPc disulphide (C11Pc) and C11Pc-AuNPs 

B78H1 cell line (amelanotic 

clone of murine melanoma) 

[7] 
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Asymmetric ZnPc and lactose linked to 

AuNPs through Au-S bonds.  

MDA-MB-231 human 

breast adenocarcinoma 

and MCF-10A human 

mammary epithelial cells. 

[21] 

 

Zinc (II) mono amino Pc (ZnMAPc) and 

ZnMAPc linked to folic acid. 

MCF-7 human breast 

adenocarcinoma cells.  

[49,50] 

 

ZnPc mono acetic acid conjugated to AgNPs 

and AuNPs. 

MCF-7 human breast 

adenocarcinoma cells. 

[51] 
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Zn tetra amino Pc (ZnTAPc) and ZnTAPc 

linked to folic acid (FA)  

KB cells (human 

nasopharyngeal epidermal 

carcinoma cell lines) and 

A549 cells (human lung 

epithelial carcinoma cancer 

cell lines). 

 

[52] 

 

Tetra hexanyl dithiol ZnPc linked to AuNPs 

MCF-7 human breast 

adenocarcinoma cells, and 

healthy fibroblast cells. 

[53] 

 

Zn tetra morpholino methyl phenoxy Pc 

conjugated to biotin-graphene quantum dots  

MCF-7 human breast 

adenocarcinoma cells. 

 

 

  

[54] 
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ZnPc/upconversion nanoparticle coated with 

hyaluronic acid (HA) crosslinked gel.  

Human gastric cancer cell 

line SGC-7901. 

 

[44] 

 

Tetra phenyldiazenyl phenoxy 

phthalocyanines incorporated into Pluronic® 

F127 micelles. 

MCF-7 human breast 

adenocarcinoma cells. 

 

[45] 

 

Sulfonated ZnPc loaded in lipid nano-carriers.  

Liver hepatocellular 

carcinoma (HepG2) cells 

[46] 
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1.3 PHOTODYNAMIC ANTIMICROBIAL CHEMOTHERAPY. 

1.3.1 Background. 

Photodynamic antimicrobial chemotherapy (PACT) is a promising photoinactivation 

modality based on the same principle as PDT of cancer, but for bacterial killing. In 

PACT, the administered photosensitizer localizes in the microbial cells for a given 

period followed by irradiation with light of appropriate wavelength to produce 

reactive oxygen species (ROS) that inactivates the bacterial microorganisms 

[8,61,62]. MPcs are common photosensitizer agents that are used in PDT [7,63] and 

have now found a role in PACT [8].  

The difference in cell walls of Gram (+) bacteria such as Staphylococcus aureus or 

Gram (-) such as Escherichia coli plays a key role in the efficiency of photosensitizer 

agent in PACT. Gram (+) bacteria have a thick and porous peptidoglycan layers that 

surround an outer membrane, while Gram (-) bacteria possess an outer membrane, 

surrounding a thinner peptidoglycan layer that contain cytoplasmic membrane 

[64,65]. This makes it easier for photosensitizer agents to permeate and localize 

within the cytoplasm of Gram (+) bacteria as compared to Gram (-) bacteria. Thus, 

this study employs neutral ZnPc derivatives as photosensitizer agents for the 

photoinactivation of Gram (+) S. aureus microbes. S. aureus is resistant to 

Methicillin and is one of the most studied microbe [7,66]. It causes life-threatening 

skin, soft tissue and blood stream infections in hospitals and within communities 

[67], hence this work focuses on the photoinactivation of S. aureus as the target 

bacterium.   
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1.3.2 MPc-nanoparticle conjugates in PACT. 

The interest on nanomedicine in the last decades has been fuelled by the unique 

and interesting properties that nanoparticles possess [68]. In PACT, nanoparticles 

are conjugated to MPcs to improve the singlet oxygen quantum yields of MPcs [69] 

which further improves the inactivation efficiency of MPcs [70] on the bacteria. 

Nanoparticles can also be used to improve the solubility, delivery and accumulation 

of photosensitizer agents to the bacteria [70,71]. Titania dioxide nanoparticles (TiO2) 

[72], magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) [73,74], silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) [57,75] 

and gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) [69,75] are some of nanoparticles that have been 

used in conjugation with MPcs for PACT on different microbes.  

 

In this study, MPcs covalently bound on the surface of silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) 

are reported. Covalently bound MPc-nanoparticle conjugates yield better properties 

compared to embedded or mixed conjugates due to the lack of separation during 

treatment and the synergistic properties of nanoparticles and the MPcs [70]. AgNPs 

have proven antimicrobial properties [76] which will be taken advantage of to 

improve PACT efficiency. Additionally, the plasmon-resonance effect of AgNPs has 

the potential to improve the photoantimicrobial efficiency of conjugates on the 

microorganisms [77], hence AgNPs are used in this work as nanocarriers of ZnPcs 

for use in PACT. The heavy atom of AgNPs is also known to improve the intersystem 

crossing of molecules to the excited triplet state, thus improving the generation of 

cytotoxic singlet oxygen responsible for bacterial killing.  
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Table 1.2 lists conjugated MPcs that have been reported for PACT [57,72–75,78–

82]. Neutral MPcs have been shown to be effective for the photoinactivation of 

different microorganisms [57,72,74,75,78,79,81,82]. This work reports for the first 

time on cinnamic acid substituted ZnPcs for application in PACT. Cinnamic acid 

derivatives have proven therapeutic agents with inhibitory activity against fungi, 

tumor and parasites [59,60]. Their incorporation as ring substituents on ZnPcs for 

applications in PACT is expected to improve the inactivation of microorganisms. The 

effect of symmetry and substituents of ZnPcs alone and when covalently linked to 

AgNPs on PACT are reported for the first time in this study.  

 

MPcs conjugated to AgNPs for application in PACT have been reported before 

[57,75,79]. As previously discussed, covalent linkage through an amide bond of 

MPcs to AgNPs using cysteine as a linker are reported for the first time in this study 

as compared to previously reported affinity binding using Ag-S bonds [79] and 

covalent linkage through glutathione capped AgNPs [57]. The amide bond between 

the NH2 groups of cysteine AgNPs and the COOH of asymmetric MPcs is more 

defined as cysteine only has one NH2 moiety. The cinnamic acid ZnPcs and their 

AgNPs conjugates are applied for the photoinactivation of S. aureus as a target 

bacterium.  
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Table 1.2. MPc-conjugates used in PACT.  

Complex Microbe Ref 

Neutral.  

Asymmetric carboxy ZnPc coupled with TiO2 NPs 

S. aureus. [72] 

Neutral.  

ZnPc mono caffeic acid conjugated to AgNPs. 

E. coli. [57] 

Neutral, Quaternized. 

InCl mono amino-phenoxy Pcs alone, when 

quaternized and conjugated to MNPs 

E. coli.  [73] 
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    Neutral. 

Axially substituted 2-thienylpropenyl phenoxy SiPc 

S. aureus,  

E. coli. 

[78] 

  Neutral. 

Mono cysteinyl MPcs conjugated to AgNPs. 

S. aureus. [79] 

Cationic.  

Octa 1-methylpyridine ZnPc 

S. aureus, 

E. coli, 

C. albicans.  

 

[80] 

Neutral. 

MgPc mono carboxy phenoxy, tri-mercaptopyridine, 

Linked to MNPs 

E. coli. [74] 
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Neutral. 

Asymmetric ZnPc-ε-polylysine (ZnPc-ε-PL) conjugated 

to AgNPs or AuNPs. 

S. aureus.  

 

[75] 

Neutral. 

Zn mono amino Pc functionalizes poly (glycidyl 

methacrylate) nano-assemblies.  

S. aureus, 

E. coli. 

 

[81] 

Neutral. 

Indium octa carboxy Pc linked to MNPs 

S. aureus.  [82] 
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1.4 METALLOPHTHALOCYANINES USED IN THIS STUDY. 

MPcs used in this work are shown in Table 1.3. Zn (II) 2-mono-(carboxy phenoxy) 

phthalocyanine (2) [83] has been reported before. Zn (II) tris-(tert-butyl)-2-(carboxy 

phenoxy) phthalocyanine (1), Zn (II) 2-mono-(4-oxy cinnamic acid) phthalocyanine 

(3), Zn (II) tris-(tert-butyl)-2-(4-oxy cinnamic acid) phthalocyanine (4), Zn (II) tris-(4-

tert-butyl phenoxy)-2-(4-oxy cinnamic acid) phthalocyanine (5), Zn (II) 2(3), 9(10), 

16(17), 23(24)-tetrakis-(4-oxy cinnamic acid) phthalocyanine (6) and InCl (III) 2(3), 

9(10), 16(17), 23(24)-tetrakis-(4-oxy cinnamic acid) phthalocyanine (7) are reported 

for the first time in this study. The conjugation of MPcs (1-7) is achieved through an 

amide bond formation between COOH groups of MPcs and NH2 group of cys-

AgNPs, or AMNPs or FA.  

 

Asymmetric MPcs 1-5 have one COOH group that is used as the point of attachment 

while symmetrical 6 and 7 have four COOH groups that can form attachment during 

conjugation. Stoichiometric mole ratio is used at the activation stage to allow 

activation of one COOH group to avoid chain reactions during conjugation, Table 

1.3.  
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Table 1.3. MPcs that were studied in this work.  

Complex Conjugated to STUDIES  

 

Zinc (II) tris (tert-butyl)-2- 

(carboxy phenoxy) 

phthalocyanine. 

Folic acid (FA) and 

magnetic nanoparticles 

(AMNPs). 

1-FA 

1-AMNPs 

Photophysical and 

photochemical studies.  

ΦF , Φ𝑇, Φ∆ ,  τ𝐹  , τ𝑇  

 

 

Zinc (II) 2-mono-(carboxy 

phenoxy) phthalocyanine 

[83]. 

Folic acid (FA) and 

magnetic nanoparticles 

(AMNPs). 

2-FA 

2-AMNPs 

 

Photophysical and 

photochemical studies 

ΦF , Φ𝑇, Φ∆ ,  τ𝐹  , τ𝑇  

 

Application.   

-PDT 
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Zinc (II) 2-mono-(4-oxy 

cinnamic acid) 

phthalocyanine. 

Folic acid (FA), magnetic 

nanoparticles (AMNPs) 

and silver nanoparticles 

(cys-AgNPs). 

3-FA, 3-AMNPs, 3-cys-

AgNPs 

 

  

Photophysical and 

photochemical studies 

ΦF , Φ𝑇, Φ∆ ,  τ𝐹  , τ𝑇  

 

Application.   

-PDT 

-PACT 

 

 

Zinc (II) tris-(tert-butyl) 2-( 4-

oxy cinnamic acid) 

phthalocyanine 

Silver nanoparticles (cys-

AgNPs) and magnetic 

nanoparticles (AMNPs). 

4-cys-AgNPs 

4-AMNPs 

 

Photophysical and 

photochemical studies 

ΦF , Φ𝑇, Φ∆ ,  τ𝐹  , τ𝑇  

 

Application.   

-PDT 

-PACT 

 

Zinc (II) tris-(4-tert-butyl 

phenoxy)-2-(4-oxy cinnamic 

acid) phthalocyanine 

Silver nanoparticles (cys-

AgNPs). 

5-cys-AgNPs 

Photophysical and 

photochemical studies 

ΦF , Φ𝑇, Φ∆ ,  τ𝐹  , τ𝑇  

 

Application.   

-PACT 
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Zinc (II) 2(3), 9(10), 16(17), 

23(24)-tetrakis-(4-oxy 

cinnamic acid) 

phthalocyanine 

Magnetic nanoparticles 

(AMNPs) and silver 

nanoparticles (cys-

AgNPs). 

6-AMNPs 

6-cys-AgNPs  

Photophysical and 

photochemical studies 

ΦF , Φ𝑇, Φ∆ ,  τ𝐹  , τ𝑇  

 

Application.   

-PDT 

-PACT 

 

Indium (II) chloride 2(3), 

9(10), 16(17), 23(24)-

tetrakis-(4-oxy cinnamic 

acid) phthalocyanine 

Magnetic nanoparticles 

(AMNPs) 

 

7-AMNPs 

Photophysical and 

photochemical studies 

ΦF , Φ𝑇, Φ∆ ,  τ𝐹  , τ𝑇  

 

Application.   

-PDT 
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MPcs and conjugates reported in this thesis will be compared for their photophysical 

and photochemical properties and their photocytotoxicity on MCF-cells and S. 

aureus. The effect of symmetry, substituents, central metal, metal nanoparticle or 

folic acid conjugation on the singlet oxygen generation abilities and PDT or PACT 

cytotoxicity will be investigated and compared. This will be for the first time that the 

same MPcs are applied for both PDT and PACT.  

 

1. Asymmetric MPcs 1-5 will be compared to symmetrical MPcs 6 and 7 for the 

effect of symmetry on the photophysical and photochemical properties.  

2.  6 and 7 alone and when conjugated to AMNPs will be studied for the effect 

of the central metal on the photophysical and photochemical properties as 

well as the PDT efficiency on MCF-7 breast cancer cells. 

3. The effect of substituents and conjugation of 1 and 2 to FA and AMNPs on 

the photophysical and photochemical properties will be investigated. 

Complex 2 has only the carboxy phenoxy substituent, while 1 has carboxy 

phenoxy and tert-butyl as its substituents. The cinnamic acid asymmetric 

MPcs (3-5) will also be compared with each other and to the carboxy 

phenoxy asymmetric MPcs 1 and 2.  

4. The effect of tert-butyl and tert-butyl phenoxy substituents on 4 and 5 alone 

and when linked to cys-AgNPs will be compared for their effect on the 

photophysical and photochemical properties and the PACT efficiency on S. 

aureus.  
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5. MPcs 3, 4, and 6 will be used to compare the effect of metal nanoparticle 

(AMNPs or AgNPs) conjugation on the photophysical and photochemical 

properties. 

6. The effect of specificity on the efficiency of PDT using MCF-7 cells will be 

studied using MPcs 2 and 3 when conjugated to FA and AMNPs.  

7. 3, 4, 4-cys-AgNPs and 6 will be compared for their cytotoxic efficiency on 

MCF-7 through PDT and on S. aureus through PACT. Complex 5 and 5-cys-

AgNPs will also be tested for PACT efficiency on S. aureus and compared 

to those of 3, 4 and 6 with their conjugates.  
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1.5 NANOPARTICLES USED IN THIS STUDY. 

1.5.1 Magnetic nanoparticles. 

Iron oxide (Fe2O3) magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) have attracted attention in 

nanotherapeutics due to their biocompatibility, biodegradability, and high surface 

biofunctionality. The extensive attention on MNPs is also due to their unique 

magnetic properties that have been exploited to render MNPs as dual diagnostic 

tools as magnetic resonance imaging and targeted drug carrier systems for therapy 

[84].  

Synthesis of MNPs can be achieved from different methods that includes sol-gel 

synthesis [85], microemulsion [86], co-precipitation [87], hydrolysis and thermolysis 

[88]. Co-precipitation is a chemical reaction of Fe2+ and Fe3+ salts in alkaline media 

to result in MNPs (Fe2O3). Co-precipitation allows for easy of control over the 

desired nanoparticle properties (surface chemistry, size and shape) by controlling 

the ratio of iron salts with reaction condition [87,89], hence the MNPs used in this 

work where synthesized using co-precipitation method.  

Spherically shaped amino functionalized MNPs (AMNPs) were synthesized and 

used as nanocarrier platforms for loading of MPcs for PDT applications. An 

advantage of designing such a platform is that the magnetic properties can be used 

to guide the therapeutic agent to the tumour site with an aid of an external magnetic 

field [90]. Additionally, the nano size drug system can easily permeate onto the 

tumour cells through the leaky blood vessels by EPR effect [38,39].  
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1.5.2 Silver nanoparticles. 

Silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) are metal nanoparticles that exhibit optical, chemical 

and biological properties that can be harnessed for biological applications [91]. They 

are predominantly used as drug loading platforms in therapeutics [91,92]. In cancer 

therapy, a proper control and consideration of the size and shape of nanoparticles, 

the charge, surface properties and toxicological effects of nanoparticle is critical to 

overcome the difficulties imposed by treating cancer at a molecular level [91,92]. 

The AgNPs surface easily oxidizes and releases Ag+ ions at ambient conditions 

making AgNPs unstable and toxic [91,93,94]. To improve the stability and minimize 

the toxicity of Ag+ ions of AgNPs, capping agents are introduced during the growth 

phase of AgNPs in synthesis [76], this process can also be used to control the size 

and shape of nanoparticles [95]. 

In this work, L-cysteine is used as a capping agent on spherically shaped AgNPs 

(cys-AgNPs). The nanoparticles are used as nanocarrier platforms for loading MPcs 

for application in PDT and PACT. Like MNPs, the nano drugs have an advantage of 

delivering the photosensitiser agents (MPcs) through EPR effect at the tumour site 

to improve the efficacy of PDT. In PACT, the antimicrobial properties [76] of AgNPs 

are used to improve the inactivation efficiency of bacteria. Hence this work employs 

AgNPs conjugated to MPcs to improve the photoinactivation of MPcs on bacteria. 

Additionally, the heavy atom Ag enhances ISC and improves singlet oxygen 

quantum yields of MPcs 
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1.6 PHOTOPHYSICAL AND PHOTOCHEMICAL PARAMETERS. 

1.6.1 Background. 

The study and determination of the photophysical and photochemical parameters of 

MPcs are fundamental for their use in various applications, more especially in PDT 

and PACT. The photophysicochemical properties of MPcs depend on their 

electronic properties at the photo-excited state, Fig 1.6. The Jablonski diagram [96] 

illustrates the physical changes that photo-excited MPcs can undergo. This work 

explores the transitions of excited MPcs through intersystem crossing to the triplet 

state. In the presence of molecular oxygen (3O1), energy from the excited triplet 

state can be transferred to the ground state molecular oxygen to generate singlet 

oxygen (1O2) which is particularly important for PDT and PACT.  

 

Fig 1.6. Jablonski diagram showing the electronic transitions between the singlet 

ground state (S0) and the electronic excited states (S1 and T1).  
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1.6.2 Fluorescence quantum yield and lifetimes. 

Fluorescence quantum yield (ΦF ) is defined as the ratio of number of photons 

emitted to the number of photons absorbed. ΦF  can be determined by a 

comparative method [97] using equation 1.1.  

ΦF = Φ𝐹 (𝑆𝑇𝐷).
𝐹.  𝐴𝑆𝑇𝐷.𝑛2

𝐹𝑆𝑇𝐷 .𝐴.  𝑛𝑆𝑇𝐷
2 ……………………………………………   1.1 

where Φ𝐹 (𝑆𝑇𝐷) is the fluorescence quantum yield of ZnPc standard ( Φ𝐹 (𝑆𝑇𝐷) = 0.20) 

[98] , F and FSTD are the areas under the fluorescence emission curves of the sample 

(MPcs) and the standard, respectively. A and ASTD are the absorbances of the 

sample and the standard at the excitation wavelength, respectively. n and nSTD 

refers to the refractive indices of the solvents used for the sample and the standard, 

respectively. 

Fluorescence lifetime (τ𝐹 ) is the average time a molecule spends in its excited 

singlet state before transitioning to the ground state through fluorescence. Time 

correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) is a technique that is used to measure 

the τ𝐹 , and was used in this study. Fluorescence lifetimes of phthalocyanines are 

in the order of less than 10 ns. A typical fluorescence decay curve of MPc is solution 

is shown in Fig 1.7 [99].  
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Fig 1.7. Fluorescence decay curve of a typical MPc in solution [99].   

 

1.6.3 Triplet quantum yield and lifetimes  

Laser flash photolysis is a technique that is used to study the properties of the 

molecule in the triplet excited state. An intense pulse of light from the laser is 

introduced into the sample to generate time-evolved electronic absorption from the 

T1 -Tn state, from which the time spent (τ𝑇 ) and the population (ΦT ) of the triplet 

state can be calculated [100,101].  
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The triplet quantum yield (ΦT ) is used to determine the efficiency of the molecule to 

populate the triplet state. Triplet quantum yields can be determined from equation 

1.2.  

ΦT = Ф𝑇
𝑆𝑇𝐷 .

∆𝐴𝑇.ℰ𝑇
𝑆𝑇𝐷

∆𝐴𝑇
𝑆𝑇𝐷.ℰ𝑇

    ……………………………………….   1.2 

where Ф𝑇
𝑆𝑇𝐷 is the triplet quantum yield of unsubstituted ZnPc standard (Ф𝑇

𝑆𝑇𝐷 = 0.65 

in DMSO) [100], ∆𝐴𝑇 and ∆𝐴𝑇
𝑆𝑇𝐷 are the changes in the triplet state absorbances of 

the sample and the standard, respectively. ℰ𝑇 and ℰ𝑇
𝑆𝑇𝐷are the triplet state molar 

extinction coefficients for the sample and the standard, respectively. ℰ𝑇 and ℰ𝑇
𝑆𝑇𝐷 

can be calculated from the equations 1.3 A and 1.3 B. 

𝜀𝑇 = 𝜀𝑆.
∆𝐴𝑇

∆𝐴𝑆
  ……………………………………………………… 1.3A 

𝜀𝑇
𝑆𝑇𝐷 = 𝜀𝑆

𝑆𝑇𝐷 𝐴𝑇
𝑆𝑇𝐷

𝐴𝑆
𝑆𝑇𝐷 ……………………………………………….... 1.3B 

where  ℰ𝑆 and  𝜀𝑆
𝑆𝑇𝐷are the ground state molar extinction coefficients for the sample 

and the standard, respectively and ∆𝐴𝑆 and ∆𝐴𝑆
𝑆𝑇𝐷 are the changes in the ground 

state absorbances of the sample and the standard, respectively.  

The triplet lifetime (τ𝑇) is an average time an excited MPc molecule remains in the 

T1 state. The molecule is long-lived in the triplet state due to the forbidden T1-S0 

transitions. τ𝑇 of an MPc molecule can be obtained by fitting the triplet decay curve 

using OriginPro software, this method was used to obtain τ𝑇 of complexes under 

study. A typical triplet decay curve is shown in Fig 1.8 [99].  
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Fig 1.8. Triplet decay curve of a typical MPc in solution [99]. 

 

1.6.4 Singlet oxygen quantum yields.  

Singlet oxygen quantum yield (Φ∆ ) is defined as the number of singlet oxygen 

molecules produced per quanta of light absorbed. The determination of Φ∆ is 

important in the application of MPcs as photosensitizer in fields such as PDT and 

PACT. A relative method of comparing the Φ∆ of the sample to that of the standard 

with a known Φ∆ can be used. Two methods can be used for the determination of 

Φ∆ , the chemical method and the singlet oxygen luminescence method. The former 

was used in this work; hence it is further discussed below.   
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The chemical method involves the use of a singlet oxygen quencher such as 1,3-

diphenylsobenzofural (DPBF), 1,4-diazabicyclo-octane (DABCO), tetrasodium α, α-

(anthracene-9,10-diyl) dimethylmalonate (ADMA) and sodium azide (NaN3). ADMA 

and NaN3 are commonly used in aqueous conditions while DBPF and DABCO are 

used in organic solvents [102,103].  

 

Spectroscopic methods are then used to monitor the production of singlet oxygen 

through the decay of the quencher over a period. In this work, DPBF and ADMA 

were used as singlet oxygen scavengers for complexes soluble in organic solvents 

and aqueous solutions, respectively. Equation 1.4 is used to calculate the Φ∆ of 

complexes.  

 

Φ∆ = Ф∆
𝑆𝑇𝐷 .

𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒.𝐼𝑆𝑇𝐷

𝑅𝑆𝑇𝐷.𝐼𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 ……………………………………………………..  1.4 

where Ф∆
𝑆𝑇𝐷 is the singlet oxygen quantum yield of the standard (Ф∆

𝑆𝑇𝐷 = 0.67 for 

unsubstituted ZnPc in DMSO [104] and Φ△
𝑠𝑡𝑑 = 0.34 for AlPcSmix in aqueous media 

[105]), 𝑅𝑠𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 and 𝑅𝑆𝑇𝐷are the DPBF photobleaching rates in the presence of the 

sample under investigation and the standard, respectively. 𝐼𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 and 𝐼𝑆𝑇𝐷 are the 

rates of light absorption by the sample and the standard, respectively.  
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1.7 SUMMARY OF AIMS OF THIS THESIS. 

The aims of this thesis can be summarized as follows.  

1. To synthesize and characterize symmetrical and asymmetric MPc derivatives 

(Zn and In) alone and conjugate them to folic acid, magnetic nanoparticles 

and silver nanoparticles.  

2. To study the electronic absorptions and fluorescence spectroscopy of MPc 

derivatives and their conjugates. 

3. To study and compare the photophysical and photochemical properties 

(fluorescence quantum yield and lifetimes, triplet quantum yield and lifetimes 

and the singlet quantum yield) of MPc derivatives and their conjugates.  

4.  To study the cytotoxic efficiency of MPc derivatives with their respective 

conjugates on MCF-7 cells through PDT or on S. aureus through PACT. 

5. To study and compare the effect of metal nanoparticles, substituents, and 

symmetry of MPc derivatives on the photophysical and photochemical 

properties and their PACT or PDT activity.  

6. To study the effect and PDT efficacy of active targeting using MPc-FA 

conjugates as compared to passive targeting using MPc-NPs conjugates on 

MCF-7 cells.
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

 

 

This chapter outlines the materials and methods that were used for the synthesis 

and characterization of MPcs and their conjugates. The chapter also covers the 

procedures followed for cytotoxicity studies using PACT and PDT.
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2.1 MATERIALS. 

2.1.1 Solvents. 

Absolute ethanol, methanol, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), dimethylformamide (DMF) 

were purchased from SAARChem®. Dichloromethane (DCM) was purchased from 

B & M Scientific®. Acetonitrile was purchased from Merck®. 1-Pentanol, propanol, 

hydrochloric acid, ethyl acetate, 25% ammonium solution, acetic acid, 

tetrahydrofuran (THF), 2’,5’ dihydroxy acetophenone (used as a MALDI-TOF 

matrix), deuterated chloroform (CDCl3) and deuterated dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO-

d6) were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. 

 

2.1.2 Reagents. 

 Synthesis and characterization of MPcs. 

Zinc (II) chloride, zinc (II) acetate, indium (III) chloride, 1, 8-diazabicyclo [5.4.0] 

undec-7-ene (DBU) were purchased from Fluka. Potassium carbonate, dimethyl 

amino ethanol (DMAE) and potassium hydroxide pellets were purchased from 

Sigma Aldrich. 4-nitrophthalonitrile (8) [106] was synthesized before.  Methyl 4-

hydroxybenzoate (9a), para-hydroxycinnamic acid (10a), 4-(tert-butyl) phthalonitrile 

(11) and dicyanobenzene (12) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. 4-(4-tert-butyl 

phenoxy) phthalonitrile (13) [107] and zinc (II) 2-mono-(carboxyphenoxy) 

phthalocyanine (ZnMCPPc) (2) [83] were synthesized as reported before. 
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 Synthesis of metal nanoparticles.  

Iron (III) chloride, iron (II) sulphate, trisodium acetate, tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS), 

(3-aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES), L-cysteine, diphenyl ether, oleylamine 

(OLM), oleic acid (OA), silver acetate (AgC2H3O2) were purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich. 

 Conjugation reactions.  

N, N’- dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) and 4- (di-

methyl amino) pyridine (DMAP) were purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. Folic acid (FA) 

was purchased from SAARChem® 

 Cytotoxicity testing in PACT and PDT. 

Human breast adenocarcinoma cell cultures (MCF–7 cells) were procured from 

Cellonex®. Dulbecco modified eagle’s medium (DMEM) and Dulbecco phosphate-

buffer saline (DPBS) were purchased from Lonza®. Heat-inactivated fetal bovine 

serum (FBS) and 100 unit/mL penicillin-100 µg/mL streptomycin-amphotericin B 

were obtained from Biowest®. WST1 cell proliferation neutral red reagent (Roche®) 

was purchased from Sigma–Aldrich. S. aureus (ATCC 25923) was purchased from 

Davies Diagnostics, South Africa. Phosphate buffer saline (PBS) of pH 7.4 was 

prepared using appropriate amounts of disodium phosphate (Na2HPO4) and sodium 

hydroxide (NaOH) in ultra-pure water using Type II water from an Elga purelab 

Chorus 2 (RO/DI) system. 
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 Singlet oxygen determination. 

Anthracene-9,10-bis-methylmalonate (ADMA) and 1,3-diphenylisobenzofuran 

(DPBF) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich®. AlPcSmix (containing a mixture of 

sulfonated  Pc derivatives and used as a standard for singlet oxygen quantum yields 

(in aqueous media) was synthesized according to reported method [108]. 

Unsubstituted ZnPc was synthesized from cyclotetramerization of dicyanobenzene 

and was used as a standard for photochemical and photophysical studies of 

complexes in DMSO.  

 

2.2 EQUIPMENT. 

1. The ground state electronic absorption was measured using Shimadzu® Uv-

2550 spectrophotometer.  

2. Fluorescence excitation and emission spectra were collected on a Varian 

Eclipse® spectrofluorometer. All samples and the standard (ZnPc) were 

excited at the same wavelength (crossover). The absorbances at the vibrionic 

band of the samples and the standard were prepared to ≈0.05 to avoid any 

filter effects 

3. Bruker® Alpha FT-IR spectrophotometer with universal attenuated total 

reflectance (ATR) was used to measure FT-IR spectra.  
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4. Bruker® Autoflex III smartbeam TOF/TOF mass spectrophotometer was used 

to collect mass spectra data using 2 ,5 dihydroxy acetophenone as a matrix.  

5. Elemental analysis (CHNS microanalysis) were recorded using the Vario-

Elementar® Microcube ELIII.  

6. Time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) setup (FluoTime 300, 

Picoquant GmbH) was used for the fluorescence decay studies, Fig 2.1. The 

excitation source was a diode laser (LDH-P-670 driven by PDL 800-B, 670 

nm, 20 MHz repetition rate, 44 ps pulse width, Picoquant GmbH). 

Fig 2.1. Schematic representation of the time-correlated single photon counting 

(TCSPC) set-up. (MCP)-PMT = (multi-channel plate detector)-photomultiplier tube.  
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7. Triplet quantum yields were determined using laser flash photolysis system, 

Fig 2.2. The excitation pulses were produced using a tunable laser system 

consisting of an Nd: YAG laser (355 nm, 135 mJ/4-6 ns) pumping an optical 

parametric oscillator (OPO, 30 mJ/ 3-5 ns) with a wavelength range of 420-

2300 nm (NT-342B, Ekspla). In some studies, LP980 spectrometer with a 

PMT-LP detector and an ICCD camera (Andor DH320T-25F03) was used to 

obtain triplet quantum yields. The signal from a PMT detector was recorded 

on a Tektronix TDS3012C digital storage oscilloscope. The absorbances of 

samples and ZnPc standard solutions were ~1.5 at the Q-band. The solution 

was then introduced into a spectrophotometer cell of 1 cm path length and 

de-aerated using argon for 15 min. The fitting of triplet lifetimes was 

determined by exponential fitting of the kinetic curve using OriginPro® 8 

software. 

Fig 2.2. Schematic representation of a laser flash photolysis set-up. PMT= 

Photomultiplier tube.  
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8. Dynamic light scattering (DLS) experiments were conducted on a Malvern® 

Zetasizer Nanoseries, Nano-ZS90.  

9. Singlet oxygen quantum yield studies were carried out using irradiation from 

a halogen lamp (300 W), 600 nm glass (Schott) and water were used to filter 

off ultra-violet and far infrared radiation respectively, Fig 2.3. An interference 

filter (Intor, 670 nm with bandwidth of 40 nm) was placed in the light path just 

before the reaction of the sample. Light intensities were measured with a 

POWER MAX 5100 (Molelectron detector incorporated) power meter. A 

chemical method was used for the determination of Φ∆ . The samples or ZnPc 

standard with an absorbance of ~1.5 at the Q-band were mixed with the 

photobleaching agent (DPBF or ADMA) at a ratio of 1:1. The rate of 

degradation of the photobleaching agent was used to calculate the singlet 

oxygen quantum yields using equation 1.4. 

 

Fig 2.3. Schematic representation of a photo-irradiation set-up for singlet oxygen 

determination. 
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10. Bruker® AMX 300 and Bruker® AVANCE 600 MHz Hz NMR spectrometers 

were used to measure the proton (1H) NMR spectra.  

11. Transmission electron microscope (TEM) images were obtained using a 

JEOL TEM 1210 transmission electron micro- scope at 100 kV accelerating 

voltage.  

12. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX), INCA PENTA FET coupled to 

the VAGA TESCAM operated at 20 kV accelerating voltage was used to 

obtain the elemental compositions of metal nanoparticles and the 

nanoconjugates. 

13. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns were recorded on a Bruker® D8 

Discover equipped with a Lynx Eye detector, using Cu K α-radiation (l = 

1.5405 Å, nickel filter).  

14. The optical densities of the bacteria culture were determined using the 

LEDETECT 96 from LABXIM PRODUCTS. 

15. Scan® 500 automatic color colony counter was used to evaluate the colony 

forming units (CFU)/mL of the bacteria. 

16. Zeiss® Axiovert.A1 Fluorescence LED (FL-LED) inverted microscope was 

used to view MCF-7 adenocarcinoma breast cancer cells under phase 

contrast. 
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17. BioTek® Synergy 2 multi-mode microplate reader was used to measure the 

viable cells containing WST-1 cell proliferation neutral red reagent (Roche®) 

18. Vortex mixer and HERMLE Z233M-2 centrifuge from LASIEC were used to 

mix the bacteria/fungus suspension and for the harvesting of the 

bacteria/fungus cells, respectively.  

19. The Modulight ML7710-680-RHO laser system (680 wavelength probe) was 

employed for PDT and PACT studies. Modulight® Medical Laser System 

(MLS) 7710-680 channel Turnkey laser system coupled with a 2 x 3 W 

channel at 680 nm, cylindrical out-put channels, aiming beam, integrated 

calibration module, foot/hand switch pedal, sub-miniature version A 

connectors, and safety interlocks.  

20. HealForce® humidified atmosphere incubator with ~5% CO2 and a 

physiological temperature of 37 °C was used to culture MCF-7 cells. 
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2.3 SYNTHESIS  

2.3.1 Phthalonitriles, Scheme 3.1. 

Phthalonitrile derivatives were synthesized by base catalyzed nucleophilic nitro 

displacement of nitro group from 4-nitrophthalonitrile (8) with hydroxyl containing 

compound 9a and 10a (Scheme 3.1). All reactions were carried out at room 

temperature under an inert gas with constant stirring. Typically, compound 9 was 

synthesized from a reaction of 8 (3.0 g, 0.017 mol) and 9a (2.64 g, 0.017 mol) in the 

presence of dry K2CO3 (3.52 g, 0.026 mol) in dry DMSO (20 mL) for 48 h to yield 

3.58 g (75% yield) of compound 9 (methyl 4-(3,4-dicyanophenoxy) benzoate). 

Compound 10 (4-(3,4-dicyanophenoxy) cinnamic acid) was synthesized by reacting 

8 (2.01 g, 0.011 mol) and 10a (1.89 g, 0.011 mol) in the presence of dry K2CO3  (1.50 

g, 0.010 mol) in dry DMSO (20 mL) for 48 h to yield 2.18 g (67% yield) of 10. 

Compound 9 was washed and precipitated out of the reaction mixture by propanol 

and finally recrystallized twice with hot methanol. Compound 10 was precipitated 

using ice water containing few drops of hydrochloric acid. The precipitate was 

filtered, washed with water, and recrystallized twice with methanol. 

9, Yield = 75%. IR (ATR): 2230 cm-1 (C≡N), 2959, 3079 cm-1 (C-H), 1710 cm-1 (C=O), 

1240 cm-1 (Ar-O-Ar). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.71 (d, J = 8.7 Hz, 2H, Ar-H), 

7.42 – 7.11 (m, 4H, Subs-Ar-H), 6.88 (s, 1H, Ar-H), 2.11 (s, 3H, -CH3). Calcd for 

C16H10N2O3: C (69.06); H (3.62); N (10.07); Found C (68.34); H (3.05); N (11.02). 
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10, Yield: 67%. FTIR (ATR), cm-1. 3302 (Carboxylic OH), 3060 (Ar-H), 2232 (C≡N), 

1705 (C=O), 1622 (C=C), 1589 (Ar-C=C), 1253 (Ar-O-Ar). 1H NMR (300 MHz, 

DMSO-d6) δ 12.46 (s, 1H, -OH), 7.81 (d, J = 1.0 Hz, 2H, C=C-H), 7.48 (dd, J = 8.05, 

3.24 Hz, 4H, Ar-H), 7.42 (d, J = 1.0 Hz, 2H, Ar-H), 7.21 (s, 1H, Ar-H). Calcd for 

C17H10N2O3: C (70.34), H (3.47), N (9.65); Found C (69.55), H (3.63), N (9.22). 

 

2.3.2 Metallophthalocyanines. 

Different synthetic methods, chemicals and solvents were used due to availability of 

reagents and solvents. A higher range of mole ratios for the second phthalonitrile to 

the target phthalonitrile were used for the synthesis of asymmetric MPcs to improve 

the yield of the desired MPc.  

 Zinc (II) tris-(tert-butyl) – 2-(carboxy phenoxy) phthalocyanine, Scheme 3.2. 

Mixed condensation reaction involving two phthalonitriles (9 and 11) was used to 

achieve the desired asymmetrical ZnPcs, Scheme 3.2. In a typical synthesis of 1Me, 

11 (460.0 mg, 2.5 mmol) was reacted with 9 (440.0 mg, 1.5 mmol) in a glass tube 

reactor containing dry dimethyl amino ethanol (1 mL) and dry zinc acetate (150.0 

mg, 8.0 mmol), Scheme 3.2A. The reaction was carried out at 160 °C in an argon 

atmosphere for 7 h with constant stirring. Silica packed column chromatography 

using 2% methanol in dichloromethane as eluting solvent mixture, were used to 

separate 1Me (yield 62.28 mg) from a mixture of ZnPcs. Hydrolysis of 1Me to yield 

mono functionalized carboxylic acid ZnPc (1) was achieved by reacting 50 mg of 

1Me with 3 M KOH in dry tetrahydrofuran (2 mL) and methanol (2 mL) for 24 h at 70 
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°C, Scheme 3.2 B. The product (1) was then precipitated and filtered out of the 

reaction mixture by adding few drops of acetic acid and excess amounts of water to 

yield 26 mg (52%) of 1.  

1Me, Yield = 11%. Uv/Vis (DMSO) λmax / nm (Log ε): 676(5.02), 610(4.41), 

351(4.73). IR (ATR): 2963 cm-1 (C-H), 1711 cm-1 (C=O), 1493 cm-1 (Ar-C=C), 1242 

cm-1 (C-N). 1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 8.31 (d, J = 2.0 Hz, 6H, Pc-Ar), 7.71 

(s, 3H, Pc-Ar), 8.02 (s, 1H, Pc-Ar), 7.29 (d, J = 2.3 Hz, 2H, Pc-Ar), 7.62 (d, J=2.8 

Hz, 2H, subs-Ar), 7.32 (d, J = 1.8 Hz, 2H, subs-Ar), 3.75 (s, 3H, -OCH3), 1.78 (s, 

27H, -CH3). MALDI-TOF MS (m/z): Calcd 944.49; Found 940 [M - 4H]-. Calcd for 

C52H46N8O3Zn: C (69.68); H (5.17); N (12.50); Found C (69.31); H (5.05); N (13.30).  

1, Yield = 52%. Uv/Vis (DMSO) λmax / nm (Log ε): 677 (4.71), 611 (4.32),352 

(3.99).IR (ATR):  3310 cm-1 (OH), 2961 cm-1 (C-H), 1708 cm-1 (C=O), 1497 cm-1 (Ar-

C=C), 1236 cm-1 (C-N).1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 9.10 (s, 1H, -OH), 8.29 – 

8.16 (m, 8H, Pc-Ar), 7.81 (s. 1H, Pc-Ar), 7.97 (s, 3H, Pc-Ar), 7.53 (dd, J = 8.3, 2.2 

Hz, 4H, subs-Ar), 1.75 (s, 27H, -CH3). MALDI-TOF MS (m/z): Calcd 930.46: Found 

931 [M + 1H] +. Calcd for C51H44N8O3Zn: C (69.42); H (5.03); N (12.70); Found C 

(68.83); H (5.46); N (11.22).  

 

 Zinc (II) 2-mono-(4-oxy cinnamic acid) phthalocyanine, Scheme 3.3. 

Synthesis of 3 was carried out by using mixed condensation of 10 (435.0 mg, 1.5 

mmol) and 12 (320.0 mg, 2.5 mmol) in the presence of zinc chloride (200.0 mg,1.5 

mmol) in 1-pentanol (2 mL), Scheme 3.3. The reaction was carried at 160 °C for 7 

h catalyzed with few drops of DBU. The desired product (3) was separated from the 
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mixture by extensive column chromatography with silica as a stationary phase and 

5% methanol in tetrahydrofuran as eluting solvent mixture.  

3, Yield = 17%, Uv/Vis (DMSO) λmax / nm (Log ε): 675 (5.54), 608 (4.77), 352 (5.01). 

IR (ATR): 3090 (Carboxylic O-H), 1712 (Carboxylic C=O), 1475 (Ar-C=C), 1661 

(C=C), 1233 (C-N). 1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 12.45 (s, 1H, OH), 8.13 (d, J = 

8.8 Hz, 2H, Pc–Ar), 7.91–7.77 (m, 8H, Pc–Ar), 7.62 (d, J = 16.0 Hz, 2H, Pc–Ar), 

7.50–7.43 (m, 3H, Pc–Ar), 7.22 (dd, J = 8.7,4.3 Hz, 4H, Subs-Ar), 6.57 (s, 1H,-C=C), 

6.51 (s, 1H, -C=C). MALDI-TOF MS (m/z): Calcd: 740, Found: 742 [M + 2H] + -. 

Calcd for C41H22N8O3Zn: C (66.54), H (3.00), N (15.14): Found C (65.48), H (3.13), 

N (14.56). 

 

 Zinc (II) tris-(tert-butyl)-2-(4-oxy cinnamic acid) phthalocyanine, Scheme 

3.4. 

Complex 4 was synthesized from a reaction of 10 (250.0 mg, 0.86 mmol) and 11 

(650.0 mg, 3.52 mmol) in the presence of zinc chloride (200.0 mg, 1.47 mmol) in 1-

pentanol (2 mL), Scheme 3.4. The reactants were left stirring for 1 h at room 

temperature to allow homogenous mixing before adding few drops of DBU and 

setting the reaction temperature to 160 °C, followed by stirring for 7 h. The products 

were precipitated out of the reaction mixture by centrifugation in ethyl acetate and 

hexane. The desired product was then separated and purified on silica packed 

column chromatography with 1% methanol in dichloromethane as eluting solvent 

mixture. 
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4, Yield: 17%. Uv/Vis λmax/ nm (log ), DMSO. 678 (5.2). 611 (4.3). 351 (4.7).  FTIR 

(ATR), cm-1: 3075 (Carboxylic O-H), 1710 (Carboxylic C=O), 1488 (Ar-C=C), 1604 

(C=C), 1235 (Ar-O-Ar). 1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 12.95 (s, 1H, Pc-COOH), 

8.42 – 8.10 (m, 4H, Pc-Ar), 7.87 – 7.51 (m, 8H, Pc-Ar), 7.38 (s, 1H, Subs -C-H), 

7.22 (d, J = 7.8 Hz, 2H, Subs-Ar), 7.15 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 2H, Subs-Ar), 7.01 (s, 1H, 

Subs-C-H), 1.35 (s, 27H, tert-butyl). MALDI-TOF MS (m/z): Calc: 908.38 Found 

908.45 [M]. Calc for C53H46N8O3Zn: C (70.08), H (5.10), N (12.34). Found C (70.34), 

H (5.83), N (11.33).  

 

 Zinc (II) tris-(4-tert-butyl phenoxy)-2- (4-oxycinnamic acid) phthalocyanine, 

Scheme 3.5. 

Complex 5 was synthesized by reacting 10 (250.0 mg, 0.86 mmol) and 13 (580.00 

mg, 2.49 mmol) in the presence of zinc chloride (120.0 mg, 0.86 mmol) in 1-pentanol 

(2 mL), Scheme 3.5. Few drops of DBU were added and the reaction was set at 160 

°C with continuous stirring for 7 h. The product was washed and precipitated out of 

the reaction mixture with continuous centrifuge in methanol, ethyl acetate and 

acetonitrile. Silica packed column chromatography with 10% methanol in 

dichloromethane as mobile phase (eluting solvent mixture) was then used to 

separate and purify the desired product (complex 5) from a mixture of MPcs. 

5, Yield: 15%. Uv/ Vis λmax/ nm. 682 (5.3), 614 (4.5), 352 (4.8). FTIR (ATR) cm-1: 

3061 (Carboxylic O-H), 2949, 2859 (-CH3), 1711 (Carboxylic C=O), 1486 (Ar-C=C), 

1590 (Ar-C=C), 1229 (Ar-O-Ar). 1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 11.29 (s, 1H, Subs-

COOH), 8.38 – 8.20 (m, 6H, Pc-Ar-H), 8.02 – 7.73 (m, 12H, Subs-Ar-H), 7.52 (dd, J 

= 23.0, 8.2 Hz, 4H, Subs-Ar-H), 7.48 – 7.33 (m, 6H, Pc-Ar-H), 7.13 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 
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2H, Subs -C-H), 1.31 (s, 27H, tert-butyl). MALDI-TOF MS (m/z): Calc: 1185, found 

1186 [M+H] +. Calc for C71H58N8O6Zn: C (71.98), H (4.94), N (9.46). Found C 

(71.21), H (5.25), N (9.81). 

 

 Zinc (II) and indium (III) chloride 2(3), 9(10), 16(17), 23(24)-tetrakis-(4-oxy 

cinnamic acid) phthalocyanine, Scheme 3.6. 

Zinc (II) (6) and indium (III) chloride (7)  2(3), 9(10), 16(17), 23(24)-tetrakis-(4-oxy 

cinnamic acid) phthalocyanines were synthesized from 10 (500.0 mg, 1.72 mmol) in 

separate round bottomed flasks containing 1-pentanol (3 mL) and metal salts, 

Scheme 3.6. Zinc chloride (200.0 mg, 1.47 mmol) was used for 6, and indium 

chloride (200.0 mg, 0.90 mmol) for 7. DBU (0.2 mL) was added and the reactions 

were left stirring while heating at 160 °C for 8 h to afford zinc (II) 2(3), 9(10), 16(17), 

23(24)-tetrakis-(4-oxy cinnamic acid) phthalocyanine (ZnTCAPc, 6) or indium (III) 

chloride 2(3), 9(10), 16(17), 23(24)-tetrakis-(4-oxy cinnamic acid) phthalocyanine 

(InTCAPc, 7). After completion of the reactions, the products were precipitated out 

of the reaction mixture by centrifuging in methanol and repeatedly washed with 

ethanol, acetonitrile, acetone, 1 M hydrochloric acid and water. Silica packed 

column chromatography was used to purify MPcs with 10% methanol in 

tetrahydrofuran containing drops of acetic acid. 

ZnTCAPc (6), Yield: 73%, Uv/Vis λmax/nm (log ε). 679 (5.3), 613 (4.6), 355 (4.9). 

FTIR (ATR) cm-1: 3045 (Carboxylic O-H), 1694 (Carboxylic C=O), 1497 (Ar-C=C), 

1610 (C=C), 1232 (Ar-O-Ar). 1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO–d6) δ 12.36 (s, 4H, -

COOH), 8.73 (d, J = 130.1 Hz, 8H, Pc-Ar-H), 7.96 (s, 4H, Pc-Ar-H), 7.91 – 7.67 (m, 

10H, Subs-Ar-H), 7.49 (d, J = 64.9 Hz, 6H, Subs-Ar-H), 6.88 (s, 2H, C=C-H), 6.75 – 
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6.38 (m, 6H, C=C-H). MALDI-TOF MS (m/z): Calc: 1226 Found 1225 [M -H]-. Calc 

for C68H40N8O12: C (66.59), H (3.29), N (9.14). Found C (65.89), H (4.11), N (9.74). 

InTCAPc (7), Yield: 69%, Uv/Vis λmax/ nm (log ε). 687 (5.2), 625 (4.6), 360 (5.0). 

FTIR (ATR) cm-1: 3030 (Carboxylic O-H), 1712 (Carboxylic C=O), 1489 (Ar-C=C), 

1628 (C=C), 1228 (Ar-O-Ar). 1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 12.31 (s, 4H, -COOH), 

8.32 – 7.76 (m, 12H, Pc-Ar-H), 7.73 – 7.56 (m, 10H, Subs-Ar-H), 7.42 (dd, J = 87.5, 

34.8 Hz, 4H, Subs-Ar-H), 7.26 (d, J = 24.9 Hz, 2H, Subs-Ar-H), 6.88 (s, 2H, C=C-

H), 6.62 (d, J = 41.9 Hz, 6H, C=C-H). MALDI-TOF MS (m/z) Calc :1311 Found 1312 

[M + H] +. Calc for C68H40N8O12.H2O: C (61.45), H (3.07), N (8.54). Found C (61.01), 

H (3.15), N (8.47).  

 

2.4 SYNTHESIS OF NANOPARTICLES. 

2.4.1 Magnetic nanoparticles. 

 Bare magnetic nanoparticles, Scheme 3.7. 

Iron oxide magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) were synthesized using the co-

precipitation method as published in literature [73,109,110], Scheme 3.7. A mixture 

of FeCl3 (650.0 mg, 4.0 mmol), FeSO4 (320.0 mg, 2.0 mmol) and ultrapure water 

(45 mL) was stirred under inert gas at 70 °C for 15 min. 25% ammonium solution (5 

mL) was then added dropwise and the mixture was left stirring for an additional 60 

min. Trisodium acetate (0.3 M, 100 mL) was then added and the reaction 

temperature was raised to 90 °C for 30 min. The black precipitate was collected 

using a magnet and washed several times with ultrapure water before drying in an 

oven. 
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 Silica-coated magnetic nanoparticles (SMNPs), Scheme 3.7. 

The as synthesized MNPs (250 mg) were added to a mixture of methanol (150 mL) 

and ultrapure water (50 mL). The mixture was stirred for 15 min at room temperature 

followed by dropwise addition of 25% ammonium solution (3 mL) and 

tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS) (2 mL). The mixture was left stirring for 24 h. The 

prepared SMNPs were washed with ultrapure water and dried in an oven. 50 mg of 

SMNPs were washed twice with ethanol and thrice with toluene 

 Amino coated magnetic nanoparticle (AMNPs), Scheme 3.7. 

The washed SMNPs (50 mg) were stirred for 24 h in the presence of dry DMF (24 

mL), toluene (16 mL) and APTES (2 mL) under inert gas. The prepared AMNPs 

were then washed with DMF and dried in oven.  

2.4.2 Silver nanoparticles, Scheme 3.9. 

The synthesis of L-cysteine functionalized silver nanoparticles was achieved using 

a previously reported method [51] with modification as follows, diphenyl ether (25 g, 

0.15 mol) and silver acetate (0.3 g, 0.017 mol) were mixed in a round bottomed flask 

followed by addition of oleylamine (OLA, 8 mL) and oleic acid (OA, 4 mL), Scheme 

3.9. The mixture was left stirring for 5 h at 160 °C under argon gas. L-cysteine (0.05 

g, 0.42 mol) was then added to the reaction mixture, followed by stirring for a further 

3 h at a lower temperature (100 °C). The L-cysteine capped silver nanoparticles 

(Cys-AgNPs) were precipitated and washed with ethanol few times before drying 

them in the oven overnight. 
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2.5 CONJUGATION OF METALLOPHTHALOCYANINES. 

MPcs (1-7) reported in this study were covalently linked to folic acid, silver, and 

magnetic nanoparticles. MPcs 1 - 4, 6 and 7 were linked to magnetic nanoparticles 

(AMNPs) through an amide bond and 3 - 6 were linked to silver nanoparticles (cys-

AgNPs). MPcs 1 - 3 were chemically linked to folic acid while 1 and 2 were also 

physically mixed to folic acid. The covalent linking methods are outlines below.  

2.5.1 Conjugation of MPcs to MNPs, Scheme 3.8. 

Scheme 3.8 illustrates the amide bond linkage of 3 to AMNPs (as an example). 

Complex 3 (20 mg, 0.027 mmol), DCC (5.58 mg, 0.027 mmol) and NHS (4.35 mg, 

0.037 mmol) were added to a round bottomed flask containing dry DMF (3 mL) to 

activate the carboxylic acid of MPcs. The solution was left stirring for 48 h at room 

temperature. Afterwards, amino functionalized magnetic nanoparticles (AMNPs) (20 

mg) were added to the reaction mixture and left to stir for a further 72 h to afford an 

amide bond linkage between the MPcs carboxylic groups and the amino moieties of 

AMNPs. After the linkage, the conjugate was washed and precipitated out of the 

solution by repeated centrifugation in ethanol, ethyl acetate and methanol. The 

same method was used to conjugate MPcs 1, 2, 4, 6 and 7 to AMNPs to result in 1-

AMNPs, 2-AMNPs, 4-AMNPs and 6-AMNPs and 7-AMNPs, respectively.  
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2.5.2 Conjugation of MPcs to AgNPs, Scheme 3.10. 

Complex 5 (20 mg, 0.023 mmol) (as an example), DCC (8.4 mg, 0.040 mmol) and 

NHS (4.61 mg, 0.040 mmol) were reacted in dry DMF (3 mL) for 48 h at room 

temperature to allow activation of carboxylic acid group on MPcs, Scheme 3.10. 

After 48 h, Cys-AgNPs (20 mg) in dry DMF (2 mL) were added and the mixture was 

left stirring for a further 48 h to afford an amide bond between the NH2 groups of 

cys-AgNPs and the carboxylic acid group of MPcs (5-cys-AgNPs). The same 

reaction conditions were used to link 3, 4 and 6 to cys-AgNPs to yield 3-cys-AgNPs, 

4-cys-AgNPs and 6-cys-AgNPs, Scheme 3.10. The conjugates were precipitated 

and purified from the reaction mixture by centrifuging with DMF, twice with methanol 

and twice with ethanol.  

2.5.3 Conjugation of MPcs to folic acid, Scheme 3.11.  

The amide bond linkage of MPcs 1 - 3 to folic acid (FA) was achieved as follows: 

complex 3 (20 mg, 0.027 mmol)  (as an example) was dissolved in dry DMF (3 mL) 

in a round bottomed flasks containing DCC (8.32 mg, 0.04 mmol) and DMAP (4.89 

mg, 0.04 mmol), Scheme 3.11. The mixture was left stirring for 48 h in room 

temperature under nitrogen atmosphere to activate the carboxylic group of MPcs. 

After activation, FA (20 mg, 0.045 mmol) dissolved in dry DMF (2 mL) was added to 

the reaction mixture and stirred at room temperature for a further 5 days or until the 

reaction was complete (monitored with 10% ninhydrin solution). The same method 

was used to link MPcs 1 and 2 to FA to form 1-FA and 2-FA. The amide linked 

conjugates (1-FA, 2-FA, and 3-FA) were isolated by centrifugation and washed with 
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DCM and hexane (1:1). The partially water-soluble conjugates were further purified 

on a small column chromatography packed with silica using 10% methanol: 5% DMF 

in acetonitrile as an eluting solvent mixture, giving linked MPc-FA represented as 1-

FA, 2-FA and 3-FA. Complexes 1 and 2 were also physically mixed with FA without 

a chemical bond and are represented as 1/FA and 2/FA for 1 and 2, respectively. 

 

1-FA, Yield: 58%. IR (ATR): 3334 cm-1 (N-H Amide), 3095 cm-1 (FA-COOH), 1693 

cm-1 (C=O), 1609 cm-1 (N-H spike). MALDI-TOF MS (m/z): Calcd: 1305, Found: 

1304 [M - 1H] -.1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 11.53 (s, 2H, FA-COOH), 8.65 (s, 

1H, FA-NH), 8.28 (dd, J = 26.1, 6.8 Hz, 4H, FA-Ar), 8.06 (s, 1H, FA-Pt ring),  7.91 

(m, 8H, Pc-Ar), 7.81 (dd, J = 12.3, 4.5 Hz, 4H, Pc-Subs-Ar), 7.62 (t, J = 6.3 Hz, 3H, 

Pc-Ar), 7.59 (s, 1H, FA-NH), 7.45  (s, 1H, FA-Ar-NH), 6.96 (s, 1H, FA-2° NH), 7.12 

(s, 1H, Pc-Ar),  4.48 (d, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H, FA-CH) 4.31 (s, 1H, FA-CH), 2.04 – 1.85 

(m, 4H, FA-CH2),1.54 – 1.16 (m, 27H, Pc-CH3). Anal Calcd for C70H61N15O8Zn. 

2H2O: C (62.63); H (4.88); N (15.63); Found C (62.85); H (5.13); N (15.14).  

 

2-FA, Yield: 63%. IR (ATR): 3310 cm-1 (N-H amide), 3093 cm-1 (FA-COOH), 1690 

cm-1 (C=O), 1607 cm-1 (N-H Spike). MALDI-TOF MS (m/z): Calcd: 1137, Found: 

1138 [M + 1H] +.1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 11.67 (s, 2H, FA-COOH), 8.64 (d, 

J = 5.7 Hz, 2H, FA-NH), 8.28 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H, Pc-Subs-Ar) 8.06 (d, J = 4.9 Hz, 

2H, Pc-subs-Ar),7.91 (t, 3H, Pc-Ar), 7.84 (s, 1H, FA-Pt-Ring), 7.72 (m, 8H, Pc-Ar), 

7.63 (dd, J = 17.9, 10.0 Hz, 4H,FA-Ar), 7.43 (dd, J = 11.1, 8.6 Hz, 4H,Pc-Ar), 7.08 

(s, 1H, FA-Ar-NH), 6.94 (s, 1H, FA-2° NH), 4.47 (d, J = 6.0 Hz, 2H, FA-CH), 4.27 (s, 
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1H, FA-CH), 2.41 – 1.47 (m, 4H, FA-CH). Anal Calcd for C58H37N15O8Zn: C (61.25); 

H (3.28); N (18.47); Found C (60.51); H (3.05); N (19.14).  

 

3-FA, Yield: 53%, IR (ATR): 1602 cm-1 (Amide -NH Spike), 1650 cm-1 (Amide C=O), 

3330 cm-1(1° Amide NH). MALDI-TOF MS (m/z): Calcd: 1163. Found: 1162 [M - H]-

.1H NMR (600 MHz, DMSO-d6) δ 12.04 (s, 2H, FA-COOH), 9.42 (s, 1H, FA-Pt-NH), 

8.67 (d, J = 4.5 Hz, 2H, FA-NH), 8.45 (s, 1H, FA-Pt-Ar), 8.27 – 8.21 (m, 6H, Pc-Ar), 

7.77 – 7.71 (m, 8H, Pc-Ar), 7.67 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H, FA-Ar), 7.12 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 2H, 

FA-Ar), 7.62 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 2H, Subs-Ar), 7.57 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 2H, Subs-Ar), 6.91 (s, 

1H, FA-2°-NH), 6.68 (d, J = 8.8 Hz, 2H, Subs-CH), 6.65 (s, 1H, Pc-Ar), 4.51 (s, 1H, 

FA-CH), 2.33 – 2.19 (m, 4H, FA-CH2). 4.26 (d, J = 6.8 Hz, 2H, FA-CH2). CHN 

analysis: C60H39N15O8Zn.2H2O. Calcd: C (60.08), H (3.61), N (17.52). Found C (60. 

79), H (3.16), N (16.89).  
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2.6 PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY STUDIES 

MPcs and conjugates were tested against MCF-7 breast cancer cells in triplicates 

as described in the literatures [51,111] with modifications. The cells were first 

cultured in a T-25 flask using Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) 

containing 4.5 g/L glucose with L-glutamine and phenol red. DMEM was 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS) and 5% penicillin-streptomycin 

amphotericin (PSA) and was used as culture media. The cells were further grown 

into a T-75 flask following 80% confluence and after trypsinization from T-25 flask. 

Following 80% confluence, cell growth in T-75 flask, the cells were trypsinised and 

counted using trypan blue dye exclusion assay (0.4% trypan blue solution) by 

hemacytometer.  

The cells were seeded into 96–well tissue culture plates at cell density of 10000 

cells/well in culture media with phenol red and placed in an incubator (operated at 

37 °C and 5% CO2) for 24 h to foster cell attachment to the wells. The incubated 

seeded cells were washed with DPBS and treated with 100 µL of the gradient 

concentrations ranging from 5 µg/mL to 80 µg/mL in 1.6% DMSO with culture media 

having phenol red. The treated cells in 96 well tissue culture grade microwell plates 

were further incubated for 24 h at 37 °C and 5% CO2 in the dark. After 24 h 

treatment, the cells were washed with 100 µL DPBS and re-incubated in fresh 

culture media. Post treatment cell viability was measured using the cell proliferation 

neutral red reagent (WST-1 assay) on a Synergy 2 multi-mode microplate reader 

(BioTek®) at a wavelength of 450 nm.  
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The percent cell viability was determined as a function of absorbance sample over 

absorbance control (culture media only); both determined at 450 nm. This is 

described in equation 2.1. 

% Cell Viability =
 Absorbance of samples at 450 nm

Absorbance of control at 450 nm
 x 100   …………………………..   2.1 

 

The photodynamic therapy activities of MPcs and conjugates (PS agents) were 

investigated at a fixed irradiation dosimetry of 150 J/cm2 and 170 J/cm2. Two 

irradiation doses were used due to availability of the light source (Modulight), the 

doses were used at different sets of studies. Gradient concentrations were 

employed for the in vitro dark toxicity studies. The cells containing the administered 

MPcs and conjugates were incubated for 24 h at 37 °C and 5% CO2. The incubated 

cells containing the MPcs and conjugates were washed with 100 µL of DPBS and 

replaced with phenol-red free culture media.  

The plates were subsequently illuminated with the Modulight® illumination set up at 

a fixed dosimetry of 150 J/cm2 or 170 J/cm2. After treatment, the phenol red free 

supplemented media was replaced with supplemented media with phenol red. Cell 

viability was expressed as percentage of placebo cells (cells without PS agents). 

Surviving cells were quantified after re-incubation with culture media with the use of 

WST-1 assay after 24 h. The data obtained from the three independent (n=3) 

triplicated experiments was statistically analysed with a 3-way factorial analysis of 

variance (ANOVA) for the in vitro dark cytotoxicity and PDT data of complexes 

against MCF-7 cell was evaluated. A p–value < 0.05 was considered statistically 

significant. 
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2.7 PHOTODYNAMIC ANTIMICROBIAL CHEMOTHERAPY STUDIES. 

Cultures of bacteria were prepared as previously reported [112]. Briefly, aliquots of 

the cultures were aseptically transferred to 4 mL of fresh broth and incubated at 37 

°C to mid logarithmic phase (absorbance at 620 nm ≈ 0.6). The bacteria culture in 

the logarithmic phase of growth were harvested through the removal of broth culture 

by centrifugation (3000 RPM for 15 min), washed once with 10 mM of PBS and re-

suspended in PBS (4 mL). Then the bacteria culture was diluted to 1/1000 in PBS 

(working stock solution), corresponding to ≈108 colony forming units (CFU)/mL. 

 

PACT studies of S. aureus were performed using methods previously reported 

[113,114] using 2% DMSO in PBS. In all the experiments, the S. aureus suspension 

were incubated in an oven equipped with a shaker for 30 min in the dark at 37 °C. 

Then half (1 mL) of incubated S. aureus suspensions were irradiated at the Q-band 

maximum of photosensitizers in a 24 well plate, using the set-up described above 

while the other half was kept in the dark. After irradiation, 100 µL samples were 

serially diluted (10-fold) with PBS and were aseptically spotted on agar plates using 

micropipette. The plates were incubated inverted at 37 °C overnight for 24 h. PACT 

studies were conducted at various irradiation periods at 0.5W cm−2 irradiance, 

resulting in energy doses ranging from 0.9 kJ cm−2 to 3.6 kJ cm−2 corresponding to 

time periods ranging from 30 min to 120 min. The data obtained from the three 

independent (n=3) triplicated experiments was statistically analysed with a 3-way 

factorial analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the in vitro dark cytotoxicity and PACT 

data of MPcs and conjugates against S. aureus cell was evaluated. A p–value < 

0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION 

 

 

This chapter describes the synthesis and characterizations of novel 

phthalocyanines, nanoparticles and the covalent linkage of MPcs to folic acid, silver, 

and magnetic nanoparticle
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3.1 PHTHALONITRILES. 

The synthesis of phthalonitrile 9 and 10 were achieved by base (dry K2CO3) 

catalyzed nucleophilic nitro displacement of nitro group from 4-nitrophthalonitrile (8) 

with hydroxyl containing compounds (9a for 9 and 10a for 10), Scheme 3.1. The 

reactions were carried out in an inert environment at room temperature with DMSO 

as a solvent.  

The infrared spectra of compound 9 and 10 indicated the presence of the nitrile 

(C≡N) peaks at 2230 cm-1 and 2232 cm-1, respectively.  The carbonyl peaks (C=O) 

were observed at 1710 cm-1 for 9 and 1705 cm-1 for 10. Ar-O-Ar stretch at 1240 cm-

1 (9) and 1253 cm-1 (10) results from the ether bond between the two benzene rings 

and confirms the structures of 9 and 10.  

The 1H NMR spectra for compounds 9 and 10 gave peaks between 6.88 ppm to 

7.81 ppm resulting from the two aromatic rings. Complex 9 had a multiplet (7.42 – 

7.11 ppm) which integrated into 4 protons from the phenoxy ring, a doublet at 7.71 

ppm and a singlet at 6.88 ppm which integrated into two protons and a single proton, 

respectively, which completes the phthalonitrile phenyl ring. The methyl protons 

gave a singlet peak at 2.11 which integrated into 3 protons.  

10 had a broad singlet peak at 12.46 ppm representative of carboxylic hydroxyl peak 

which integrated into a singlet proton. The cinnamic acid phenyl ring gave a doublet 

of a doublet at 7.48 ppm which integrated into 4 protons, while the unsaturated 

carbons gave a doublet peak at 7.42 ppm, which integrated to give 2 protons 

completing the protons on the cinnamic acid substituent. The phthalonitrile phenyl 

ring gave doublet peak at 7.81 ppm that integrated into 2 protons and a singlet at 
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7.21 ppm which integrated into a single proton which completes the protons of the 

second ring for 10. The elemental analysis of both the phthalonitrile gave the values 

in agreement with analytically calculated values. 

 

 

Scheme 3.1. Synthesis of methyl 4-(3,4-dicyanophenoxy) benzoate (9) and 4-(3,4-

dicyanophenoxy) cinnamic acid (10). 
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3.2 METALLOPHTHALOCYANINES. 

The following spectra were provided for illustrative purpose, 1H NMR spectra for 3 

and 6, MALDI-TOF mass spectra for 4 and FTIR spectra for 3 and 4.  

 

3.2.1 Zinc (II) tris (tert-butyl) -2- (carboxy phenoxy) phthalocyanine.  

The synthesis of complex 1Me was achieved by mixed condensation reaction of 

methyl 4-(3,4-dicyanophenoxy) benzoate (9) and 4-(tert-butyl) phthalonitrile (11) in 

the presence of dimethyl amino ethane (DMAE) and zinc acetate, Scheme 3.2 A. 

The mole ratios of the phthalonitriles were 1.5 moles of 9 to 2.5 moles of 11. 

Complex 1 was achieved by a hydrolysis reaction of 1Me to replace the methoxy 

group with a hydroxyl group using 3 M KOH in the presence of methanol and 

tetrahydrofuran, Scheme 3.2B. All reactions were carried out under an inert 

environment.  
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Scheme 3.2. Synthesis of zinc (II) tris-(tert-butyl)-2-(carboxy phenoxy) 

phthalocyanine. 

 

FTIR spectra (figure not shown) of MPcs 1Me and 1 indicated unsaturated (C-H) 

carbon vibrations at 2963 cm-1 for 1Me and 2961 cm-1 for 1 which are 

representatives of tert-butyl substituents and the ester methyl group. The hydroxyl 

group of carboxylic acid was observed at 3310 cm-1 for 1 while the carbonyl carbons 

were observed at 1711 cm-1 and 1708 cm-1 for 1Me and 1, respectively. The Pc core 

IR peaks were indicated by the aromatic carbon-carbon (Ar-C=C) peaks at 1493 cm-

1 for 1Me and 1497 cm-1 for 1, together with the carbon-nitrogen (C-N) peaks at 1242 

cm-1 for 1Me and 1236 cm-1 for 1. The successful synthesis of MPcs 1Me and 1 was 

also confirmed by an absence of C≡N peaks between 2230 cm-1 and 2240 cm-1 

which represents phthalonitrile precursors. 
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1H NMR of 1Me and 1 complex varied only by the appearance of a broad singlet 

peak at 9.10 ppm for 1 that is absent in 1Me, thus confirms the presence of hydroxyl 

groups and the successful hydrolysis of 1Me to 1. The Pc-core aromatic protons of 

1Me were between 7.29 ppm and 8.31 ppm all integrating to 12 protons while the 

other protons resulted from the aromatic ring of substituents: 7.32 ppm (2 protons) 

and 7.62 ppm (2 protons), the methoxy group (3.75 ppm, 3 protons) and the tert-

butyl groups (1.78 ppm, 27 protons), all accounting to 46 protons contained on 1Me 

complex. Complex 1 gave a broad singlet peak at 9.10 ppm which confirms the 

presence of carboxylic acid after hydrolysis of 1Me.  

The aromatic peaks of complex 1 were indicated by the presence of a multiplet peak 

at 8.29 - 8.16 ppm, a singlet at 7.81 ppm and another singlet at 7.97 ppm which 

completes all 12 protons of the Pc core aromatic rings. The aromatic ring of 

substituent groups gave a doublet of doublets (7.53 ppm) which integrated to four 

protons that completes the aromatic ring of the substituent. The tert-butyl groups 

gave a sharp singlet peak at 1.75 ppm which integrated to 27 protons, thus 

completing the 44 protons of complex 1. Mass spectra of complex 1Me and 1 gave 

masses of 944 and 930, respectively which is four protons less than the calculated 

mass [M - 4H]- for 1Me and one proton more than the calculated mass [M+1H] + for 

1. The elemental analysis of MPcs 1Me and 1 gave percentages that in close 

relation to the analytically calculated percentages. 
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3.2.2 Zinc (II) 2-mono-(4-oxy cinnamic acid) phthalocyanine. 

Complex 3 was synthesized from a mixed condensation reaction of 4-(3,4-

dicyanophenoxy) cinnamic acid (10) and dicyanobenzene (12) in the presence of 

pentanol, DBU and zinc chloride, Scheme 3.3. The mole ratios of phthalonitriles 

were 1.5 moles of 10 to 2.5 moles of 12. The reaction was carried out under argon 

atmosphere.  

 

Scheme 3.3. Synthesis of zinc (II) 2-mono-(4-oxy cinnamic acid) phthalocyanine.  

 

FTIR of complex 3 showed stretching peaks at 3090 cm-1 and 1712 cm-1 

corresponding to the hydroxyl group and the carbonyl group of the carboxylic group 

of 3, Fig 3.1. The IR peaks of the Pc core were indicated by the aromatic carbon-

carbon (Ar-C=C) peaks at 1475 cm-1 and the carbon-nitrogen (C-N) peaks at 1233 

cm-1. The successful synthesis of complex 3 was also confirmed by an absence of 

C≡N peaks at 2232 cm-1 which represents phthalonitriles (precursors). 1H NMR 

spectra of complex 3 is illustrated in Fig 3.2. Complex 3 showed a broad singlet 

peak at 12.45 ppm indicating the carboxylic proton which integrated into a single 
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proton. The aromatic protons of the Pc-core were between 8.13 -7.43 ppm, with a 

multiplet at 7.91- 7.77 ppm which integrated to eight protons, a doublet at 8.13 ppm 

and 7.62 ppm that integrated to four protons together, a multiplet at 7.50 - 7.43 ppm 

which integrated to three protons together. The substituents had double of a doublet 

peaks at 7.22 arising from aromatic ring which integrated into four protons. The 

unsaturated carbons of substituents gave two singlet peaks at 6.57 ppm and 6.51 

ppm which both integrated into two protons, completing the total 22 protons of 

complex 3. Mass spectra of complex 3 gave mass of 742, which is two protons more 

than the calculated mass [M + 2H] +. The elemental analysis of 3 gave percentages 

that is close to the analytically calculated percentages, hence confirming the 

successful synthesis and characterization of 3.  
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Fig 3.1. FTIR spectra of MPcs 3 and 4 and the phthalonitrile (10) precursor.  
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Fig 3.2. 1H NMR spectra of complex 3 in deuterated DMSO. 
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3.2.3 Zinc (II) tris (tert-butyl)-2-(4-oxy cinnamic acid) phthalocyanine. 

The synthesis of complex 4 was achieved by a reaction of 4-(3,4-dicyanophenoxy) 

cinnamic acid (10) and 4-(tert-butyl) phthalonitrile (11) in the presence of pentanol, 

DBU and zinc chloride under an inert environment, Scheme 3.4. The mole ratios of 

phthalonitriles were 1 mole of 10 to 4 moles of 11.  

 

Scheme 3.4. Synthesis of zinc (II) tris-(tert-butyl)-2-(4-oxy cinnamic acid) 

phthalocyanine. 

 

FTIR of complex 4 showed the absence of a nitrile peak (C≡N) at ~2230 cm-1 

indicating the complete cyclotetramerization of precursors (phthalonitrile), Fig 3.1. 

The carboxylic functional group of complex 4 was indicated by the broad hydroxyl 

stretching peaks at 3075 cm-1 and the vibrational carbonyl peak at 1710 cm-1, Fig 

3.1. The aromatic carbons of the Pc core and the substituent phenyl groups were 

observed at 1488 cm-1, while the unsaturated carbons of the Pc core and the 

cinnamic acid substituent were observed at 1604 cm-1. An ether stretching peak was 

also observed at 1235 cm-1 completing the functional groups of chemical structure 
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of complex 4. 1H NMR of complex 4 showed a hydroxyl proton peak of the carboxylic 

acid at 12.95 ppm, tert-butyl protons at 1.35 ppm (27 protons) and the Pc aromatic 

protons resonating as multiplets at 8.42 – 8.10 ppm and 7.87 – 7.51 ppm integrating 

to 12 protons. The aromatic protons of the cinnamic acid substituent were observed 

as two doublets at 7.22 ppm and 7.15 ppm while the alkene double bond protons 

showed two singlet peaks at 7.01 ppm and the other upfield at 7.38 ppm deshielded 

by the carboxylic acid. The tert-butyl substituent signals were observed at 1.35 as a 

singlet peak that integrated into 27 protons, hence completing the proton signals of 

complex 4. MALDI-TOF mass to charge ratio (m/z) was found to be 907.69 for 

complex 4, which was close to the calculated mass of 908 amu for complex 4, Fig 

3.3. The elemental analysis of complex 4 gave values close to those of the 

analytically calculated percentages. 

  

Fig 3.3. MALDI-TOF Mass spectra of complex 4 depicting the mass to charge ratio 

(m/z) of 907.69. 
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3.2.4 Zinc (II) tris-(4-tert-butyl phenoxy)-2-(4-oxy cinnamic acid) 

phthalocyanine.  

Complex 5 was synthesized from mixed condensation reaction of 1 mole 4-(3,4-

dicyanophenoxy) cinnamic acid (10) and 4 moles 4-(4-(tert-butyl)phenoxy) 

phthalonitrile (13) in the presence of zinc chloride, pentanol and DBU. The reactions 

were carried out in an inert atmosphere, Scheme 3.5.  

 

Scheme 3.5. Synthesis of zinc (II) tris-(4-tert-butyl phenoxy)-2-(4-oxy cinnamic acid) 

phthalocyanine. 

 

FTIR showed stretching peaks at 3061 cm-1 and 1711 cm-1 for the hydroxyl and 

carbonyl carbon group of the carboxylic acid group, respectively. The aromatic 

carbons (Ar-C=C) of benzene rings together with the unsaturated carbon (C=C) 

showed stretching peaks at 1486 cm-1 and 1590 cm-1, respectively. The ether bond 

(Ar-O-Ar) was observed at 1229 cm-1 while the CH3 of tert-butyl groups were 

observed as two sharp stretching peaks at 2949 cm-1 and 2859 cm-1.  
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1H NMR of complex 5 showed the carboxylic acid proton signal as a singlet at 11.29 

ppm, tert-butyl protons peak were observed at 1.31 ppm which integrated to 27 

protons, aromatic protons of the Pc ring were observed as two multiplets at 8.38-

8.20 ppm and 7.48-7.33 ppm which integrated to 6 protons each, the phenyl protons 

of the substituents were observed as a multiplet with 12 protons at 8.02-7.73 ppm 

and also as a doublet of doublets with 4 protons at 7.52 ppm, the alkene double 

bond protons of the cinnamic acid completed the protons of complex 5 with a doublet 

at 7.13 ppm which integrated to 2 protons.  

MALDI-TOF mass to charge ratio (m/z) was found to be 1186 which is one proton 

extra to the calculated atomic mass unit (amu) of 1185 for complex 5. The elemental 

analysis of complex 5 gave values close to those of the analytically calculated 

percentages, confirming the elemental structure of complex 5. The elemental 

analysis results of complex 5 are in agreement with observations that MPcs are 

often isolated as hydrates [115]. 
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3.2.5 Zinc (II) and indium (III) chloride 2(3), 9(10), 16(17), 23(24)-tetrakis-(4-oxy 

cinnamic acid) phthalocyanine. 

Scheme 3.6 illustrates the synthesis of zinc (II) (6) and indium (III) chloride (7) 2(3), 

9(10), 16(17), 23(24)-tetrakis-(4-oxy cinnamic acid) phthalocyanines by the 

cyclotetramerization of 4-(3,4-dicyanophenoxy) cinnamic acid (10) in the presence 

of pentanol, metal salts (zinc (II) chloride for 6 and indium (III) chloride for 7) and 

DBU under an inert environment.  

 

Scheme 3.6. Schematic representation of zinc (II) and indium (III) chloride 2(3), 

9(10), 16(17), 23(24)-tetrakis-(4-oxy cinnamic acid) phthalocyanines.  

FTIR showed vibrational bands at 1694 cm-1 and 1712 cm-1 corresponding to –

COOH carbonyl peak for 6 or 7, respectively. The carboxylic group moieties also 

showed broad hydroxyl stretching bands at 3045 cm-1 and 3030 cm-1 for 6 and 7, 

respectively. Aromatic saturated carbons (C=C) of MPcs were indicated by the 

stretching bands at 1497 cm-1 for 6 and 1489 cm-1 for 7, while the unsaturated 

carbons (C=C) showed peaks at 1610 cm-1 for 6 and 1628 cm-1 for 7. The ether link 
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(Ar-O-Ar) between the ring substituents and the Pc macrocycle was confirmed by 

the peak at 1232 cm-1 and 1228 cm-1 for 6 and 7, respectively. MALDI TOF mass 

spectra gave the expected atomic masses of MPcs. 1H NMR showed carboxylic acid 

proton singlet signals at 12.36 ppm for 6 and 12.31 ppm for 7, integrating to four 

protons for both MPcs. The aromatic proton signals for 6 were between 8.73-7.96 

ppm for the Pc core and 7.91-7.49 ppm for the phenyl ring substituents. The 

deshielded unsaturated carbon protons (C=C) showed signals between 6.88 - 6.38 

ppm, which completed the chemical protons of 6, Fig 3.4. Elemental analysis of 7 

gave percentages close to the analytically calculated values, while 7 gave 

percentages that indicated the presence of hydrates [115].  

 

Fig 3.4. 1H NMR spectra of complex 6 in deuterated DMSO. 
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3.2.6 Electronic absorption spectra of MPcs. 

MPcs showed an electronic absorption spectra which are typical of MPcs in DMSO, 

with single Q-bands with maxima at 677 nm for 1, 674 nm for 2, 675 nm for 3, 679 

nm for 4, 682 nm for 5, 679 nm for 6 and 689 nm for 7 while the B-band was 

observed at ca 350 nm for all MPcs, Table 3.1 and Fig 3.5. There was a slight red 

shifting of the Q-band for 1 compared to 2, both carboxy phenoxy MPcs (1 and 2). 

The bulky tert-butyl groups of MPcs 1,  4 and 5 form distortions of the Pc ring which 

results in red shifting of the Q-bands [116,117] when compared to 2 and 3, Table 

3.1.  

Complex 7 shows a broadening of the vibrational band area which is typical of H 

aggregation in phthalocyanines [11]. The axial ligand, chlorine (Cl) of 7 is expected 

to reduce the 𝜋- 𝜋 interaction of MPc, but this was not the case. The Q-band maxima 

of InTCAPc (7) was more red-shifted as compared to ZnTCAPc (6), Table 3.1. The 

red-shifting of the Q-band for 7 containing In as compared to 6 and other ZnPcs (1-

5) results from the higher 𝜋-electron density and the lower energy gap (∆E) between 

the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular 

orbital (LUMO) that is caused by weakening of the central metal to nitrogen (M-N) 

bond of MPcs in the presence of a heavier central metal [118–120], Table 3.1.  
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Fig 3.5. Normalized electronic absorption spectra of MPcs (1-7) in DMSO. 

Table 3.1. Spectral properties of MPcs in DMSO.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Complex Q-band (λmax/nm) 

1 677 

2 674 

3 675 

4 679 

5 682 

6 679 

7 689 
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3.3 CONJUGATION OF MPCS.  

3.3.1 AMNPs conjugates. 

The synthesis of AMNPs was achieved by co-precipitation of iron (II) and iron (III) 

salts in the presence of 25% ammonium solution and water, Scheme 3.7. TEOS 

was used to coat the MNPs with silica to achieve a hydrophilic surface that will allow 

for the addition of NH2 by coating with APTES. 

Scheme 3.7. Synthesis of amino functionalized magnetic nanoparticles (AMNPs). 

 

Scheme 3.8 illustrates the covalent linkage of MPcs 1 - 4, 6 and 7 onto the surface 

of AMNPs through an amide bond using DCC and NHS as the coupling agents 

(using 3 for illustrative purposes). Asymmetric MPcs 1 - 4 are only able to link 

through one attachment side while symmetrical MPcs 6 and 7 have more than one 

point of attachment. Activation of -COOH groups for 6 and 7 is controlled by number 

of moles of DCC and NHS to activate only one group in order to avoid chain 

reactions with AMNPs. The number of Pc molecules bonded to the AMNPs was 

determined following literature methods, but using absorption instead of 
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fluorescence [121]. This involves using the Q-band absorbance intensity of a known 

mass of the conjugate (MPc-AMNP) dissolved in a known volume to determine the 

mass ratio of the MPcs in the conjugate. Table 3.2 shows a loading of 4.16 µg/mg 

of 1 in 1-AMNPs, 3.19 µg/mg of 2 in 2-AMNPs, 3.42 µg/mg of 3 in 3-AMNPs, 6.56 

µg/mg of 4 in 4-AMNPs, 4.81 µg/mg of 6 in 6-AMNPs and 6.43 µg/mg of 7 in 7-

AMNPs. The difference in the amount of MPcs per milligram of MPc-AMNPs 

conjugate could be as a result of the differences in the dispersion of nanoparticles 

in MPcs solution [122]. 
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Scheme 3.8. Schematic illustration of the amide bond linkage of complex 3 to 

AMNPs. 1-AMNPS, 2-AMNPs, 4-AMNAPs, 6-AMNPs and 7-AMNPs were also 

prepared under the same reaction conditions.  
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 FTIR analysis. 

The covalent linkage between MPcs and AMNPs was achieved through an amide 

bond between the COOH groups of MPcs and the NH2 of AMNPs. FTIR spectra 

depicting the peaks of interest for amide linked MPc-AMNPs conjugates are 

illustrated on Fig 3.6. The amide bond between the MPcs and the AMNPs was 

confirmed by the appearance of an amide bend (N-H) and the amide carbonyl 

stretching bend on FTIR spectra of MPc-AMNPs.  

The amide bend (NH) for the conjugates was observed at 1594 cm-1 for 7-AMNPs, 

1591 cm-1 for 6-AMNPs, 1569 cm-1 for 4-AMNPs, 1540 cm-1 for 3-AMNPs, 2-AMNPs 

and 1-AMNPs while the amide carbonyl stretching bends were observed at 1654 

cm-1 for 7-AMNPs, 1655 cm-1 for 6-AMNPs, 1648 cm-1 for 4-AMNPs, 1640 cm-1 for 

3-AMNPs, 2-AMNPs and 1-AMNPs, Fig 3.6. MPc-AMNPs also had a very sharp and 

strong peak at 1034 cm-1 indicative of the siloxane band resulting from the tetraethyl 

othorsilicate and amino functionality coating on MNPs. The appearance of an amide 

bond peaks on the infrared spectra provided evidence for the successful linkage of 

MPcs to AMNPs.  
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Fig 3.6. FTIR spectra of chemically linked MPc-AMNPs conjugates. Complex 4 was 

used as a representative of MPcs.  
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 TEM micrographs. 

TEM images of AMNPs reflected spherically shaped nanoparticles with size range 

of ≈ 15 nm as shown on Fig 3.7A and its corresponding histogram. The magnetic 

nature of the particles makes them to be attracted to each other forming clusters, 

Fig 3.7A. Linking MPcs to AMNPs resulted in an increase in size together with the 

presence of sheet like structures which can be attributed to the MPcs linked on the 

surface of the nanoparticles, Fig 3.7B with 4-AMNPs as an example. The same size 

increase and sheet like structure were also observed on TEM images of MPc-

AMNPs (1-AMNPs, 2-AMNPs, 3-AMNPs, 4-AMNPs, 6-AMNPs and 7-AMNPs) 

conjugates compared to AMNPs alone, Table 3.2. The increase in size is due to the 

interactions between the Pcs on adjacent NPs via π-π stacking since Pcs may occur 

leading to aggregation. Pcs are known for their π-π stacking to form H aggregates 

[11]. 
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Fig 3.7. TEM micrographs and histograms of A) AMNPs and B) 4-AMNPs (used for 

illustration). 

 

 Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX). 

EDX spectra of AMNPs depicted an intense peak of Fe, Si, C and N corresponding 

to the iron rich nanoparticles and the APTES coating that contains silicon, carbon 

and nitrogen from the amino groups, Fig 3.8A. The presence of these elements 

confirms the elemental composition of the as synthesized AMNPs. Incorporation of 

MPcs on the surface of AMNPs were confirmed by the appearance of Zn as the 

central metal for MPcs 1 - 4 and 6 while 7 showed In, Fig 3.8B using 3-AMNPs for 

illustrative purpose. The EDX spectra of MPc-AMNPs were almost identical. The 

other elements (C, N and O) were common between the NPs and the MPcs. 
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Fig 3.8. EDX micrographs depicting the elemental compositions of A) AMNPs and 

B) 3-AMNPs (used for illustration).  

 

 X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy. 

XRD spectroscopy was used to show the changes in the crystal structure of the 

AMNPs upon linkage of MPcs. The XRD patterns of MPcs (complex 1 used as an 

example of MPcs) and the conjugates (1-AMNPs, 2-AMNPs, 3-AMNPS, 4-AMNPs, 

6-AMNPs and 7-AMNPs) are illustrated in Fig 3.9.  
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The crystal structure of AMNPs have a face centered cubic structure at diffraction 

peaks at 2θ = 30°, 36°,43°, 54°,57° and 63°, corresponding to hkl Milner indices of 

220, 311, 400, 422, 511 and 440, respectively, Fig 3.9. These indices indicates the 

formation of fully crystalline iron oxide with a cubic structure, consistent with the 

standard data of magnetite (JCPDS Card no. 00-019-0629) [123]. After conjugation, 

the AMNPs diffraction peaks were clearly observable on the pattern of 1-AMNPs, 2-

AMNPs, 3-AMNPs, 4-AMNPs, 6-AMNPs and 7-AMNPs.  

The XRD patterns of MPc-AMNPs conjugates also showed the MPcs diffraction 

peak at 2θ = 15°, Fig 3.9 using complex 1 as an example. The broad peak near 2θ 

= 15 [124] is typical of the amorphous nature of phthalocyanine, showing the 

incorporation of MPcs on the nanoparticles surface. The Debye-Scherrer equation 

(3.1) was used to determine the sizes of AMNPs and their conjugates [125].  

𝑑 =
𝑘𝜆

𝛽𝐶𝑜𝑠𝜃
 ………...……………………………………………….3.1 

where 𝑑 is the crystal size, 𝜆 is the wavelength of the X-ray source (0.1541 nm), 𝑘 

is an empirical constant equal to 0.9, 𝛽 is the full width at half maximum of the 

diffraction peak and 𝜃 is the diffraction angle of the crystal orientation peak.  

Table 3.2 lists the sizes of conjugates (1-AMNPs, 2-AMNPs, 3-AMNPs, 4-AMNPs, 

6-AMNPs and 7-AMNPs) and the AMNPs. The size of AMNPs increased following 

conjugation of MPcs due to aggregation as discussed above, Table 3.2. 
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Fig 3.9. XRD spectra of AMNPs and MPc-AMNPs conjugates. Complex 1 was used 

as a representative of MPcs. 
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 Dynamic light scattering (DLS). 

DLS results of AMNPs and MPc-AMNPs are illustrated on Fig 3.10A and B (using 

6-AMNPs for illustration). There was an increase in size of AMNPs following 

incorporation of MPcs (1- 4, 6 and 7) on the surface of nanoparticles, as also 

observed for the XRD and TEM, Table 3.2. The polydispersity index (PDI) values of 

AMNPs and MPc-AMNPs conjugates were below 0.3 indicating a good dispersion 

and low particle size distribution, Table 3.2. PDI values below 0.7 indicate a lower 

particle size distribution [126]. The sizes determined by DLS have been reported to 

be larger than those determined by other methods since DLS sizes tend to be 

skewed toward larger particles [127], hence DLS values are in most cases larger 

than those found from XRD and TEM, Table 3.2. 
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Fig 3.10. DLS spectra depicting the hydrodynamic sizes of A) AMNPs and B) 6-

AMNPs in DMSO.  
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Table 3.2. Summary of average sizes of nanoparticles and their conjugates as 

studied using DLS, XRD and TEM.  

NPs/ 

Conjugates 

Loading  

(μg/mg  (Pc/NPs) ) 

DLS (nm) 

(PDI) 

XRD (nm) TEM (nm) 

AMNPs - 15.15 (0.145) 

16.45a (0.186)  

18.24b (0.154) 

15.35 

14.93a  

16.45b 

13.89 

14.65a 

15.23b 

1-AMNPs 4.16 17.45 (0.274) 19.31 16.20 

2-AMNPs 3.19 18.15 (0.241) 17.56 15.85 

3-AMNPs 3.42 17.46 (0.217) 18.15 16.28 

4-AMNPs 6.56 21.20a (0.292) 18.52a 18.68a 

6-AMNPs 4.81 21.63b (0.289) 18.78b 17.56b 

7-AMNPs 6.43 24.76 b (0.278) 20.23 b 18.02 b 

Cys-AgNPs - 13.98 (0.126) 11.88 11.68 

3-cys-AgNPs 5.76 17.64 (0.188) 15.73 16.23 

4-cys-AgNPs 5.34 17.92 (0.184) 14.02 13.93 

5-cys-AgNPs 6.56  18.24 (0.219) 16.87 17.55 

6-cys-AgNPs 6.12 18.65 (0.247) 17.08 17.15 

Three batches of AMNPs were synthesized. a and b denote the second and third batch, respectively 

with their MPc-AMNPs conjugates. 
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 Electronic absorption spectra of MPc-AMNPs. 

Fig 3.11 shows the electronic absorption of MPc-AMNPs, AMNPs and complex 3 

(used as an example for MPcs) in DMSO.The AMNPs alone depicted an absorption 

spectrum that have a slight peak at 385 nm, Fig 3.11. There was broadening of the 

B-band below 550 nm for the conjugates due to the presence of AMNPs. There were 

no significant changes in Q-band maxima for 4-AMNPs compared to 4, 3-AMNPs 

compared to 3 and 2-AMNPs compared to 2, Table 3.3. The slight blue shift of 1-

AMNPs = 673 nm compared to 1 = 677 nm can be attributed to the electron 

deficiency induced on the Pcs upon coordination with NPs as reported before [128]. 

The observed red shift in the Q–band wavelength of the conjugates (6–AMNPs and 

7–AMNPs) compared to the MPcs alone (6 and 7) could be attributed to the AMNPs 

causing perturbation on the electronic structure of the Pc molecule [129].   
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Fig 3.11. Normalized electronic absorption spectra of MPc-AMNPs conjugates in 

DMSO. 2-AMNPs and 4-AMNPs were omitted for clarity.  
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Table 3.3. Spectral properties of MPcs and their conjugates in DMSO.  

Complex Q-band (λmax/nm) 

 1 677 

1-FA 679 (685) 

1/FA mixed 677 

1-AMNPs 673 

2 674 

2-FA  675 (690) 

2/FA mixed 675 

2-AMNPs 676 

3 675 

3-FA 675 (690) 

3-AMNPs 676 

3-cys-AgNPs 676 

4 679 

4-AMNPs 680 

4-cys-AgNPs 680 

5 682 

5-cys-AgNPs 682 

6 679 

6-AMNPs 682 
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3.3.2 AgNPs conjugates. 

The synthesis of L-cysteine capped silver nanoparticles (cys-AgNPs) was achieved 

by reacting silver acetate (AgC2H3O2) with diphenyl ether in the presence of 

oleylamine (OLM) and oleic acid (OA). L-cysteine was then added to the reaction 

mixture to result in the cysteine functionalized AgNPs (cys-AgNPs), Scheme 3.9. 

The as synthesized cys-AgNPs were characterized with FTIR, DLS, TEM and XRD 

to confirm the functional groups, size, shape, and the crystal structure of the 

nanoparticles.  

 

Scheme 3.9. Synthesis of L-cysteine capped silver nanoparticles (cys-AgNPs). 

 

6-cys-AgNPs 682 

7 689 

7-AMNPs 695 

Values in brackets indicates the Q-band of linked MPc-FA in water 
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Cinnamic acid ZnPcs 3-6 were linked to cys-AgNPs through an amide bond for 

comparison with AMNPs. Scheme 3.10 illustrates the schematic representation of 

the amide bond reaction between complex 5 and cys-AgNPs to form 5-cys-AgNPs 

(as an example). The same procedure was used to link 3, 4 and 6 to cys- AgNPs to 

obtain 3-cys-AgNPs, 4-cys-AgNPs and 6-cys-AgNPs. Activation of the carboxyl 

group of asymmetric (3 - 5) and symmetrical (6) MPcs was achieved by controlling 

the moles of DCC and NHS, as previously described for AMNPs. Loading of MPcs 

on the nanoparticle surface was determined by using the Q-band intensity of the 

conjugate as described in literature [121]. Table 3.2 shows a loading of 5.76 µg/mg, 

5.34 µg/mg, 6.56 µg/mg, and 6.12 µg/mg corresponding to the amount of MPcs 3, 

4, 5 and 6 in 3-cys-AgNPs, 4-cys-AgNPs, 5-cys-AgNPs and 6-cys-AgNPs, 

respectively. The slight difference in the loading amounts of MPcs on the surface of 

nanoparticles could be due to the differences in the dispersions of the cys-AgNPs 

in solutions as stated above [122].  
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Scheme 3.10. Covalent bond linkage of complex 5 to cys-AgNPs to yield 5-cys-

AgNPs (as an example). The same reaction conditions were used to prepare 3-cys-

AgNPs, 4-cys-AgNPs and 6-cys-AgNPs from their respective MPcs.  
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 FTIR spectra. 

Fig 3.12 Illustrates the FTIR spectra of MPc-AgNPs in comparison to cys-AgNPs 

and complex 5 (as an example). The covalent linkage between the -COOH groups 

of MPcs (3 - 6) and the NH2 of cysteine capped AgNPs was confirmed by the 

appearance of amide peaks on the IR of MPc-AgNPs conjugates. The N-H bending 

and carbonyl carbon stretching peaks of an amide bond were observed at 1585 cm-

1 and 1685 cm-1 for 3-cys-AgNPs, 1587 cm-1 and 1646 cm-1 for 4-cys-AgNPs, 1536 

cm-1 and 1642 cm-1 for 5-cys-AgNPs, 1585 cm-1 and 1674 cm-1 for 6-cys-AgNPs, 

respectively, Fig 3.12. Conjugates also showed amide stretching peaks at 3319 cm-

1 for 3-cys-AgNPs, 3285 cm-1 for 4-cys-AgNPs, 3286 cm-1 for 5-cys-AgNPs and 

3312 cm-1 for 6-cys-AgNPs.  

Secondary amino groups show one stretching peak in the NH region (3300 -3500 

cm-1) for the conjugates while primary amino shows two stretching peaks as 

observed for cys-AgNPs alone in the NH region. The presence of NH bends and the 

amide stretching peaks confirms the amide bond linkage between the NH2 group of 

cys-AgNPs and the COOH groups of MPcs 3 - 6 to form the new conjugates 3-cys-

AgNPs, 4-cys-AgNPs, 5-cys-AgNPs and 6-cys-AgNPs. 
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Fig 3.12. FTIR spectra of MPc-AgNPs with cys-AgNPs and complex 5 (as an 

example). 
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 Transmission electron microscope (TEM) analysis.  

TEM micrographs and histograms depicting the shape and average size distribution 

of cys-AgNPs and MPc-AgNPs conjugates are illustrated on Fig 3.13A and B using 

5-cys-AgNPs as an example. Cys-AgNPs alone had a spherical shape with an 

average size distribution of 11.68 nm, Fig 3.13A and Table 3.2. Fig 3.13B (5-cys-

AgNPs for representation of MPc-AgNPs) showed sheet like structures on the TEM 

micrographs due to the conjugation of MPcs. The same sheet-like structures were 

also observed for 3-cys-AgNPs, 4-cys-AgNPs, 6-cys-AgNPs and with MPc-AMNPs 

conjugates. A size increase was also observed on the conjugates as compared to 

the nanoparticles alone, Table 3.2. The increase in size could be attributed to MPcs 

forming aggregates [11] on the nanoparticle surface, as already explained for 

AMNPs. 
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Fig 3.13. TEM images and histograms depicting the shape and average sizes of A) 

cys-AgNPs and B) 5-cys-AgNPs (for representative purpose).  

 

 Energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) Spectroscopy. 

EDX micrographs of nanoparticles (cys-AgNPs) and the MPc-AgNPs are illustrated 

on Fig 3.14 using A) cys-AgNPs and B) 4-cys-AgNPs for illustrative purposes. 5-

cys-AgNPs 3-cys-AgNPs and 6-cys-AgNPs also showed a similar trend with 

elemental composition. Cys-AgNPs showed an intense peak of Ag, S, C and N 

corresponding to the silver of AgNPs and sulfur, carbon, and nitrogen of L-cysteine 

capped ligand, respectively. ZnPc conjugates: 5-cys-AgNPs, 4-cys-AgNPs, 3-cys-

AgNPs and 6-cys-AgNPs showed an additional Zn corresponding to the central 

metal of MPcs, Fig 3.14B using 4-cys-AgNPs for illustration. Carbon peak was more 

intense for conjugates due to the carbon structure of MPcs, Fig 3.14B.  The peaks 

of Zn, in addition to Ag, S, C and N on the conjugates, confirms the elemental 

composition and incorporation of ZnPcs on the surface of cys-AgNPs.  
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Fig 3.14. EDX micrographs illustrating the atomic composition of A) cys-AgNPs and 

B) 4-cys-AgNPs (for illustrative purposes).  

 

 X-ray diffraction (XRD) spectroscopy. 

Fig 3.15 shows the crystal peaks of cys-AgNPs in comparison with MPc-AgNPs 

conjugates. Cys-AgNPs showed face centered cubic (FCC) crystal peaks at 2θ = 

38.4°, 44.7°, 64.9°, 77.6° and 81.0° corresponding to 111, 200, 220, 311 and 222 

crystal planes of metallic silver. The lattice planes matches the known face centered 

cubic crystal peaks of metallic silver (JCPDS Card No. 04-0783) [130]. The ZnPc 
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alone (using 5 as an example) shows a broad peak at 2q = 15 due to the amorphous 

nature of the complex [124], as stated above. A Debye-Scherrer Equation 3.1 [125] 

was used to determine the size diameter of cys-AgNPs alone and when conjugated 

to MPcs 3 - 6. XRD sizes increased from cys-AgNPs = 11.88 nm to 3-cys-AgNPs = 

15.73 nm, 4-cys-AgNPs = 14.02 nm, 5-cys-AgNPs =16.87 nm and 6-cys-AgNPs = 

17.08 nm after conjugating of MPcs to cys-AgNPs, Table 3.2. As stated above, Pc 

molecules are known to form aggregates through - stacking [11]. The size 

increase of conjugates compared to nanoparticle alone could be due to the 

aggregates of Pc molecules on the surface or on adjacent nanoparticles.   
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Fig 3.15. XRD patterns of cys-AgNPs and MPc-AgNPs. Complex 5 was used as an 

example for MPcs. 
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 Dynamic light scattering (DLS). 

DLS was used to investigate the size distributions of cys-AgNPs together with its 

MPc-AgNPs conjugates, Fig 3.16. The results indicate an increase in size 

distribution from 13.98 nm for cys-AgNPs to 17.64 nm for 3-cys-AgNPs, 17.92 nm 

for 4-cys-AgNPs, 18.24 nm for 5-cys-AgNPs and 18.65 for 6-cys-AgNPs, Table 3.2, 

Fig 3.16B (6-cys-AgNPs as an example). As stated above, the increase in size on 

conjugation of MPcs is due to aggregation of MPcs on the nanoparticle surface. The 

polydispersity index (PDI) of nanoparticles and conjugates were all below 0.3 

indicating a good size distribution of cys-AgNPs and MPc-AgNPs. PDI values below 

0.7 indicate a lower particle size distribution [126] as in the case of  nanoparticles 

and conjugates. Larger sizes reported through DLS are somewhat expected as 

compared to sizes reported from other techniques [127], as explained above with 

AMNPs.  
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Fig 3.16. DLS micrographs depicting the average size distributions of A) cys-AgNPs 

(13.98 nm) and B) 6-cys-AgNPs (18.65 nm) in DMSO. 
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 Electronic absorption spectra of MPc-AgNPs conjugates. 

Fig 3.17 shows the absorption spectra of MPc-AgNPs in comparison with cys-

AGNPs and complex 4 (for representation of MPcs) in DMSO. There was no 

significant shift in the Q-band of MPc-AgNPs conjugates compared to their MPcs, 

Table 3.3. Cys-AgNPs alone showed a weak peak at ca. 480 nm due to the surface 

plasmon resonance (SPR) of metallic AgNPs, Fig 3.17. Linking MPcs to cys-AgNPs 

resulted in the broadening of the absorption spectra below 550 nm for MPc-AgNPs 

conjugates due to the SPR band of AgNPs, Fig 3.17.  
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Fig 3.17. Normalized electronic absorption spectra of MPc-AgNPs in DMSO.  
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3.3.3 Folic acid conjugates. 

The conjugation of MPcs 1 - 3 to folic acid (FA) was achieved through an amide 

bond by linking the COOH of MPcs to NH2 of FA. Activation of the COOH was 

achieved using coupling reagents DCC and DMAP, followed by addition of FA to 

form the covalent amide link between MPcs and FA, Scheme 3.11 using 3 as an 

example. FTIR, MALDI-TOF, NMR and elemental analysis were used to confirm the 

chemical linkage of MPcs 1 - 3 to FA. Physically mixtures were also prepared by 

mixing 2 moles of 1 or 2 with 1 mole FA.  
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Scheme 3.11. Amide bond linkage between the COOH group of 3 (as an example) 

and the NH2 group FA to afford chemically linked 3-FA. 2-FA and 1-FA were also 

prepared under the same conditions. Rt = room temperature. 
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The IR spectra of 1-FA, 2-FA and 3-FA showed amide bond (N-H) vibration bends 

at 1609 cm-1, 1607 cm-1 and 1602 cm-1, respectively, Fig 3.18. Primary amino groups 

are known to show two peaks between 3300-3500 cm-1 while secondary amino 

groups only have one. The disappearance of the two peaks (N-H) on IR for linked 

conjugates 1-FA, 2-FA and 3-FA is because of chemical bonding between the 

carboxyl group of MPcs to the amino group of FA. The appearance of a single peak 

at 3330 cm-1 for 3-FA, 3310 cm-1 for 2-FA and 3334 cm-1 for 1-FA confirms the 

chemical bonding and formation of an amide bond between the FA-NH2 and the 

COOH of MPcs. The amide bond is also indicated by the carbonyl peaks at 1650 

cm-1 for 3-FA, 1690 cm-1 for 2-FA and 1693 cm-1 for 1-FA, Fig 3.17. The mass 

spectra of the conjugates 1-FA, 2-FA and 3-FA gave the masses close to the 

analytically calculated masses. 1-FA have an atomic mass unit of 1305 while 

MALDI-TOF m/z gave 1304 which is one proton less of the analytically calculated 

amu for 1-FA. 2-FA have an analytically calculated mass of 1137 while the MALDI-

TOF m/z gave 1138 which is 1 proton extra to the atomic mass unit (amu) of the 2-

FA complex, Fig 3.19 (as an example). 3-FA have an atomic mass unit of 1163 while 

the MALDI-TOF m/z recorded 1162, which is one proton less than the calculated 

mass of the complex. 

 

1H NMR spectra for 3-FA, 2-FA, and 1-FA in DMSO-d6 was obtained. The full 

integration of peaks for 3-FA, 2-FA and 1-FA was difficult to achieve due to 

overlapping peaks, hence only key peaks were integrated, figure not shown. FA-

NH2 protons alone have a doublet at 6.64 ppm in DMSO-d6. The upfield chemical 

shifts of the FA-NH2 protons from a doublet at 6.64 of FA alone to a singlet peak at 
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6.91 for NH 3-FA, 6.94 ppm for NH of 2-FA and 6.96 for NH of 1-FA is indicative of 

the formation of an amide bond with Pc-COOH. The two protons for the carboxylic 

substituents of FA are retained even in the conjugates but are shifted to 12.04 ppm 

for 3-FA, 11.67 ppm for 2-FA and 11.53 ppm for 1-FA. The aromatic peaks of 3-FA, 

2-FA and 1-FA were observed at chemical shifts between 6.65 ppm to 8.25 ppm for 

all the MPc-FA conjugates. The shifts in the NMR signal especially for NH protons 

are an indication of a change in environment, indicating chemical bonding. 

Elemental analysis of conjugates 1-FA, 2-FA and 3-FA gave atomic percentages 

close to the analytically calculated values. The elemental analysis results for 1-FA 

and 3-FA agree with observations that Pcs are often isolated as hydrates [115]. 
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Fig 3.18. FTIR spectra of amide linked MPc-FA conjugates 1-FA, 2-FA and 3-FA.  
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Fig 3.19. MALDI TOF- mass spectra of 2-FA for illustrative purposes of MPc-FA 

conjugates.  

 

The Uv/vis absorption spectroscopy was used to study the electronic absorption 

behavior of complexes in water and DMSO, Fig 3.20. Chemically linked 3-FA, 2-FA 

and 1-FA were found to be water soluble whereas the physical mixtures (2/FA and 

1/FA) were not water soluble. MPcs 1 - 3 are insoluble in water, but upon linkage to 

FA, the molecules become water soluble, hence the Uv/Vis spectra and singlet 

oxygen quantum yield for 3-FA, 2-FA and 1-FA were also performed in water since 
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water solubility is essential for biological applications. The Pc core of 1 - 3 are 

hydrophobic in nature, their covalent linkage to hydrophilic FA moiety also improves 

their amphiphilic properties [131].There was an insignificant change in the Q-band 

of 1-FA compared to 1, 2-FA compared to 2 and 3-FA as compared to 3 in DMSO, 

Table 3.3. FA has a single absorption peak at 350 nm, Fig 3.20. Upon mixing or 

linking of MPcs to FA, there was a significant broadening of the B-band caused by 

the presence of FA in both DMSO and water, Fig 3.20A and B.  

The absorption spectra of 1-FA, 2-FA and 3-FA in water shows the broad and split 

Q-bands. The broad and split Q-bands of MPc-FA in water result from aggregation, 

typical of Pc complexes through π-π stacking [11,132]. The high energy component 

of the Q-band result from aggregates while the low energy one is due to the 

monomer [132], Fig 3.20B. The lower intensity of the Q-band of 1-FA, 2-FA and 3-

FA in water is due to aggregation of complexes that is known to lower photoactivity 

of the molecules through dissipation of energy by the aggregates [133]. The 

monomer peak was observed at 685 nm for 1-FA, 690 nm for both 2-FA and 3-FA 

in water, Table 3.3. The Q-band maxima in water are more red-shifted as compared 

to in DMSO, Table 3.3. The increase in polarity of the solvent has been 

demonstrated to cause red shifting of the Q-band [134], hence the red shifting of the 

monomer peak of the Q-band of 1-FA, 2-FA and 3-FA in water compared to DMSO, 

Table 3.3. 
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Fig 3.20. Normalized electronic absorption spectra of MPc-FA conjugates in A) 

DMSO and B) Water.  
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3.4 SUMMARY. 

Asymmetric (1-5) and symmetrical MPcs (6-7) were successfully synthesized from 

cyclotetramerization reaction of phthalonitrile precursors as confirmed using Uv/vis 

spectroscopy, FTIR, NMR, Mass spectrometry and elemental analysis. MPcs were 

further linked to magnetic nanoparticles (AMNPs), silver nanoparticles (cys-AgNPs) 

and folic acid through an amide bond that was confirmed using FTIR.  Linking MPcs 

to FA improved the solubility of MPcs in water. There was an increase in size of 

nanoparticles after linking MPcs on the surface of nanoparticles, this was confirmed 

using TEM, DLS and XRD. UV/Vis absorptions of MPcs and conjugates (MPc-

AMNPs, MPc-AgNPs and MPc-FA) showed a monomeric Q-band in DMSO while 

the B-band broadened in the presence of AMNPS, AgNPs or FA.  Linked MPc-FA 

conjugates showed red-shifted and split Q-bands in water due to solvent polarity 

and aggregation of MPcs, respectively. The water solubility of MPc-FA and the 

nano-sized MPc-AMNPs and MPc-AgNPs offers a great advantage in biological 

applications such as PDT and PACT.
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PHOTOPHYSICAL AND PHOTOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES 

 

 

This chapter discusses the photophysical and photochemical properties; 

fluorescence quantum yield (ΦF ) and lifetimes (τ𝐹 ), triplet quantum yields (Φ𝑇) and 

lifetimes (τ𝑇 ) and the singlet oxygen quantum yield (Φ∆ ) of MPcs alone and when 

conjugated to folic acid, silver or magnetic nanoparticle 
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4.1 FLUORESCENCE QUANTUM YIELD AND LIFETIMES. 

Fig 4.1A and B shows the absorption, excitation, and emission spectra of complex 

6 and 6-cys-AgNPs in DMSO. The Q-band maxima of the absorption and excitation 

spectra were about the same and mirror images of the emission spectra for both 6 

(Fig 4.1A) and 6-cys-AgNPs (Fig 4.1B). The similarity of the Q-band maxima of the 

absorption and excitation shows that the nuclear configurations of the ground and 

excited states are similar and not affected by excitation in DMSO. The same spectra 

were observed for all other MPcs and their conjugates. 
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Fig 4.1. Normalized absorption, emission, and excitation of A) ZnTCAPc (6) and 6-

cys-AgNPs (as an example) in DMSO.  

 

The fluorescence quantum yields (F) and lifetimes (𝜏𝐹) of MPcs and their 

conjugates were determined in DMSO using a comparative method with 

unsubstituted ZnPc ( Φ𝐹 = 0.20) in DMSO [98] employed as a standard. Equation 

1.1 was used to calculate the F of MPcs and their conjugates. The F values were 

slightly lower compared to that of ZnPc standard, Table 4.1. The fluorescence 

lifetimes (𝜏𝐹) of MPcs and conjugates were recorded on the time correlated single 

photon counting (TCSPc) setup. All MPcs and conjugates gave a single 

fluorescence lifetime. 𝜏𝐹 refers to the average time a molecule spends in the excited 

state before its fluorescence to the ground state. A typical fluorescence decay curve 

is illustrated in Fig 4.2 (using 1-AMNPs as an example). The effect of symmetry and 
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substituents, central metal, metal nanoparticles and folic acid on the F and 𝜏𝐹 of 

MPcs are discussed next.  
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Fig 4.2. Fluorescence decay curve of 1-AMNPs in DMSO. 
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Table 4.1. Fluorescence quantum yield and lifetimes of MPcs and conjugates in 

DMSO.  

Complex ΦF  ± 0.02 τ𝐹 (ns) 

1 0.15 3.03 

1-FA 0.11 3.02 

1/FA mixed 0.17 3.07 

1-AMNPs 0.11 3.62 

2 0.16 3.14 

2-FA 0.13 3.07 

2/FA mixed 0.18 3.07 

2-AMNPs 0.14 3.02 

3 0.18 3.06 

3-FA 0.11 2.93 

3-AMNPs 0.086 4.66 

3-cys-AgNPs 0.08 3.07 

4 0.11 3.03 

4-AMNPs 0.06 2.95 

4-cys-AgNPs 0.05 2.96 

5 0.10 2.92 

5-cys-AgNPs 0.07 2.99 

6 0.13 2.90 

6-AMNPs 0.02 2.83 
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4.1.1 Effect of metal nanoparticles. 

Magnetic nanoparticles (AMNPs) and silver nanoparticles (cys-AgNPs) were both 

linked to MPcs through an amide bond. MPcs 1 - 4, 6 and 7 were linked to AMNPs to 

result in conjugates 1-AMNPs, 2-AMNPs, 3-AMNPs, 4-AMNPs, 6-AMNPs and 7-

AMNPs. MPcs 3 - 6 were in addition linked to cys-AgNPs to result in conjugates 3-

cys-AgNPs, 4-cys-AgNPs, 5-cys-AgNPs and 6-cys-AgNPs. Both cys-AgNPs and 

AMNPs are made up of heavy atoms Ag and Fe, respectively. Heavy atoms (heavy 

atom effect) encourage spin orbit coupling and population of excited molecules to the 

triplet excited state through intersystem crossing (ISC), hence the decrease of F for 

all MPc-AgNPs and MPc-AMNPs as compared to MPcs alone, Table 4.1.  

There was no significant difference in the F of 4-cys-AgNPs compared to 4-AMNPs 

and 3-cys-AgNPs compared to 3-AMNPs. 6-AMNPs = 0.02 recorded a lower F 

compared to 6-cys-AgNPs = 0.10, Table 4.1. The paramagnetic nature of AMNPs also 

influences spin-orbit coupling which further increases the ISC efficiency of the 

molecules, hence decreasing the F values of MPcs [135] when linked to AMNPs as 

is case for 6-AMNPs compared to 6-cys-AgNPs, when both are linked to heavy atoms 

6-cys-AgNPs 0.10 2.77 

7 0.05 2.93 

7-AMNPs <0.01 2.83 
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of nanoparticles. This was not observed for 3 and 4 when linked to both AMNPs and 

Cys-AgNPs, Table 4.1. 

Fluorescence quantum yield and lifetimes have a direct relationship as depicted by a 

decrease of F and a shortening of 𝜏𝐹 for MPcs 2, 4, 6 and 7 with respect to their 

AgNPs and AMNPs conjugates, Table 4.1. MPcs 1, 3 and 5 recorded lengthening of 

𝜏𝐹 when linked to AMNPs (1-AMNPs and 3-AMNPs) or cys-AgNPs (5-cys-AgNPs) 

even though they had decreased F. There was no difference in the 𝜏𝐹 of 3-cys-AgNPs 

= 3.06 compared to 3 = 3.07. It has been demonstrated that fluorophores (Pc) near 

metallic particles such as AgNPs and AMNPs may show an unusual fluorescence 

behaviour (an increased in F with a shortening of 𝜏𝐹, or vice versa) due to the 

influence of photonic mode density (PMD) near the fluorophore [136]. In this study, the 

unusual fluorescence behavior resulted in a decrease in F with a lengthening of 𝜏𝐹 

as in the case of 1-AMNPs compared to 1, 3-AMNPs compared to 3 and 5-cys-AgNPs 

compared to 5, Table 4.1.  

 

4.1.2 Effect of folic acid. 

MPcs 1 - 3 were conjugated to folic acid through covalent linkage and as physical 

mixtures. The covalently linked conjugates are denoted as 1-FA, 2-FA and 3-FA, 

Scheme 3.11 while the physically mixed conjugates are denoted as 1/FA and 2/FA 

(not done for 3). 3-FA = 0.11 had a lower F compared to 3 = 0.18 while 2-FA = 0.13 

and 1-FA = 0.11 gave a slightly lower F compared to 2 = 0.16 and 1 = 0.15, 

respectively. 
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For the physical mixtures 1/FA and 2/FA, F did not change within experimental error 

when compared to their parent MPcs 1 and 2, respectively. A Lower F is desirable 

as it may indicate that a higher percentage of excited molecules populate the excited 

triplet state through intersystem crossing reducing fluorescence [137]. 

Decreases and increases in F when MPcs are in the presence of FA [49,138,139] 

have been previously reported. It has been reported that following photoexcitation of 

FA rapid quenching of its singlet excited states by intramolecular electron transfer 

occurs [140], which could also result in the quenching of the singlet excited states of 

phthalocyanines when linked to FA. This fast quenching would not occur when the FA 

and MPcs are physically mixed (where there is less proximity) and not linked, hence 

F decreases for linked MPc-FA and no decrease for physical mixtures 1/FA and 2/FA.  

The 𝜏𝐹 shortened with a decrease in F for linked MPc-FA conjugates (1-FA, 2-FA and 

3-FA) compared to MPcs 1 - 3, as expected, Table 4.1. For mixed conjugates (1/FA 

and 2/FA) compared to their MPcs (1 and 2), 𝜏𝐹 lengthened for 1/FA and shortened 

for 2/FA where there was an insignificant increase of F for 1/FA and 2/FA compared 

to 1 and 2, respectively. The 𝜏𝐹 of mixed conjugates (1/FA and 2/FA) were the same 

in relation to their similar F, Table 4.1.  
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4.1.3 Effect of symmetry and substituents. 

Both symmetrical and asymmetric MPcs were synthesized in this study with target 

substituents as carboxy phenoxy (1 - 2) and cinnamic acid (3 - 7). Complex 3 (F = 

0.18) with only cinnamic acid as its substituent had the largest F followed by 2 (F = 

0.16) with only carboxy phenoxy substituent. MPcs 4 - 7 have other substituents in 

their rings and recorded lower F compared to 2 and 3, Table 4.1. It is likely that the 

substituents of 4 (tert-butyl), 5 (tert-butyl phenoxy), 6 and 7 (tetra cinnamic acids) could 

have quenched the fluorescence resulting in a lower fluorescence quantum yield. 

MPcs 1 and 2 (both with carboxy phenoxy) recorded no difference on their F. 

 

4.1.4 Effect of central metal. 

Zinc and indium were used as central metals on MPcs 6 and 7, respectively.  Complex 

7 recorded a low F of 0.05 as compared to 6 = 0.13. Indium is a heavier atom than 

zinc, hence heavy atom effect took precedence increasing the population of molecules 

to the excited triplet state through intersystem crossing (ISC) [135], which resulted in 

the very low  F of 7 compared to 6. Table 4.1. There was no major difference in the 

𝜏𝐹 values of 6 = 2.90 ns compared to 7 = 2.93 ns. 
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4.2 TRIPLET QUANTUM YIELD AND LIFETIMES. 

The triplet quantum yields (T) and lifetimes (𝜏𝑇) of MPcs and their conjugates were 

determined using a comparative method with unsubstituted ZnPc (T = 0.65 in DMSO) 

[100] as a standard. Equation 1.2 was used to calculate the T values of MPcs and 

their conjugates. The residence time of molecules in the excited state were determined 

by the triplet lifetime of complexes [141,142]. A typical triplet decay curve of MPcs in 

DMSO is illustrated in Fig 4.3 with complex 4 for representation purposes. Table 4.2 

summarizes the triplet quantum yields and lifetimes of MPcs and their conjugates with 

comparison to their fluorescence quantum yields.  
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Fig 4.3. Triplet decay curve of complex 4 in DMSO.  
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Table 4.2. Triplet quantum yield and lifetimes of MPcs and conjugates in DMSO. 

Complex Φ𝑇 ± 0.05 τ𝑇 (µs) Φ𝐹 ± 0.02 

1 0.86 235 0.15 

1-FA  0.76 223 0.11 

1/FA Mixed 0.69 230 0.17 

1-AMNPs 0.87 279 0.11 

2 0.62 199 0.16 

2-FA  0.68 175 0.13 

2/FA Mixed 0.57 238 0.18 

2-AMNPs 0.69 256 0.14 

3 0.73 258 0.18 

3-FA 0.54 206 0.11 

3-AMNPs 0.65 224 0.086 

3-cys-AgNPs 0.74 249 0.08 

4 0.68 199 0.11 

4-AMNPs 0.79 221 0.06 

4-cys-AgNPs 0.74 179 0.05 

5 0.68 221 0.10 

5-cys-AgNPs 0.77 186 0.07 

6 0.34 241 0.13 

6-AMNPs 0.43 272 0.02 

6-cys-AgNPs 0.54 215 0.10 
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4.2.1 Effect of metal nanoparticles. 

MPcs (2, 4-7) recorded an improved T when linked to metal nanoparticles (cys-

AgNPs and AMNPs), Table 4.2. The increase in T is a result of the lower F and the 

heavy atom effect of cys-AgNPs and AMNPs when linked to the MPcs. Heavy atom 

effect encourages ISC of excited molecules to the triplet state as already stated. There 

was no change in the T of 1-AMNPs compared to 1 or 3-cys-AgNPs compared to 

complex 3. The decrease in T of 3-AMNPs compared to 3 could be due to 

aggregation. Complex 3 with a single cinnamic acid substituent and no bulky ligands 

would be more prone to aggregation. Aggregations formed through - stacking can 

quench the excited triplet state by increasing the nonradiative relaxation rates through 

intermolecular interactions or other processes sensitive to aggregation (such as 

internal conversion) [143,144]. 

Aggregation could also be the reason for the lack of change in T of 1-AMNPs 

compared to 1. 3-cys-AgNPs and 6-cys-AgNPs recorded higher T compared to 3-

AMNPs and 6-AMNPs, respectively, while the T of 4-cys-AgNPs and 4-AMNPs were 

similar within experimental errors.  

7 0.38 158 0.05 

7-AMNPs 0.46 229 <0.01 
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A lower F is expected to yield a higher T as more excited electrons populates 

through ISC to excited triplet state, but this was not the case with the T behavior of 

6-cys-AgNPs compared to 6-AMNPs, Table 4.2. The length of the spacer between the 

MNPs and porphyrins has been reported to affect photophysical parameters [145,146]. 

The difference of the length of the spacers (L-cysteine for AgNPs and APTES for 

AMNPs) could have affected the T of conjugates. A longer spacer as in the case of 

APTES compared to a shorter L-cysteine may reduce the interaction between the 

AMNPs and the MPcs, lowering the heavy atom effect. However, this is not expected 

to quench the triplet quantum yields. It has also been reported that when porphyrins 

(similar in structure to MPcs) are anchored on the surface MNPs, aggregates form 

through - stacking (as observed in this work), which may quench the excited triplet 

state [141]. Thus, this study shows that the heavy atom effect and the paramagnetic 

nature of the MNPs do not always result in increased triplet state quantum yields, that 

factors such as spacing between the MPcs and MNPs, and aggregation take 

precedence. 

A higher T is expected to produce a shorter  𝜏𝑇 [135], as with 4-cys-AgNPs compared 

to 4, 5-cys-AgNPs compared to 5 and 6-cys-AgNPs compared to 6, Table 4.2. There 

was lengthening of 𝜏𝑇 for MPcs 1, 2, 4, 6, and 7 when linked to AMNPs. The 

lengthening in the presence of AMNPs may be caused by the protection of the Pc by 

the AMNPs. Triplet lifetimes are highly influenced by the environment, especially 

oxygen which quenches the lifetimes. Since triplet quantum yield studies in this work 

were performed under inert environment (oxygen deaerated by argon), the only effect 

left could be the effects of NPs, which could protect the MPcs from any environmental 

factors, hence improving the lifetime. The shortening of 𝜏𝑇 with a decrease T for 3-
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AMNPs as compared to 3 may be due to the lowering of the triplet energy and an 

increase in nonradiative decays [147,148] of MPcs linked to AMNPs. 

 

 

4.2.2 Effect of central metal. 

Complex 7, with indium as a central metal, had a higher T = 0.38 as compared to 6 

at T = 0.34 with zinc as a central metal corresponding to the lower F of the former, 

due to the heavy atom effect that populated intersystem crossing of molecules to 

excited triplet state, Table 4.2. Triplet lifetimes shorten when the triplet quantum yield 

increases, and vice versa [135], as with 6 compared to 7 or 6-AMNPs compared to 7-

AMNPs. The increase of T and lengthening of 𝑇 values for 6-AMNPs compared to 6 

and 7-AMNPs compared to 7 could be due to the protection of MPcs by AMNPs. 

 

4.2.3 Effect of symmetry and substituents. 

The triplet quantum yield (T) of asymmetric MPcs (1 - 5) were higher than those of 

symmetrical MPcs 6 and 7, Table 4.2. This is expected as the asymmetric nature of 

MPcs is able to improve ISC to the triplet state [149]. Complex 1 (0.86) gave the 

highest T of all the asymmetric MPcs, followed by 3 (0.73), 4 and 5 (0.68) and 2 

(0.62), Table 4.2. Complex 1 had a lower F compared to 3, hence the higher T of 1 

compared to 3 is due to a higher proportion of excited molecules undergoing 

intersystem crossing to the excited triplet state.  
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Carboxy phenoxy MPcs 1 and 2 had the same F yet 2 (0.62) had a lower triplet 

quantum yield than 1 (0.86), this could be due to aggregation of MPcs through - 

stacking of the planar rings of 2 as previously explained [144]. Complex 1 has bulky 

tert-butyl groups that reduces aggregation, hence its higher triplet quantum yield 

compared to 2, Table 4.2.  

Cinnamic acid MPcs 3 - 5 recorded T that is equivalent within experimental error 

even though 3 had a higher F compared to 4 and 5 which could be due to the loss of 

electronic energy and inefficient ISC by 4 and 5. Complex 4 and 5 with cinnamic acid 

and tert-butyl substituents recorded the same fluorescence and triplet quantum yields.  

Comparing tert-butyl containing MPcs (1, 4 and 5), 1 (carboxy phenoxy) recorded a 

higher fluorescence and triplet quantum yields(F = 0.15, T = 0.86) compared to 4 

(F = 0.11, T = 0.68) and 5 (F = 0.10, T = 0.68), both with cinnamic acid 

substituents, Table 4.2. Cinnamic acid has an extra alkene double bond compared to 

carboxy phenoxy group, the alkene bonds (olefins) are known to undergo cis-trans 

photoisomerization that leads to nonradiative relaxation [150], hence the lower T of 

4 and 5 compared to 1 with a higher F. The 𝜏𝑇 of MPcs were longer where the T 

was lower, as in the case of 3 compared to 1 as expected [135], Table 4.2.  
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4.2.4 Effect of folic acid. 

The T of 1-FA and 3-FA decreased as compared to 1 and 3, an increase in T is 

expected where there is a decrease in F, since the two are competing processes. 

However, this is not observed for 1-FA and 3-FA compared to 1 and 3, respectively, 

but the expected increase in T for 2-FA compared to 2 is observed in Table 4.2. There 

was also a decrease in T of 1/FA and 2/FA as compared to 1 and 2. The T values 

of linked conjugates 2-FA and 1-FA were higher than that of physical mixtures 2/FA 

and 1/FA. Both the reduction or small increases in triplet quantum yields when MPcs 

are  linked to FA [49,138] have been reported. In this work, an increase in T for 2-FA 

compared to 2, and decreases for 3-FA compared to 3, 1-FA and 1/FA compared to 1 

and 2/FA compared to 2 was observed, Table 4.2. 

Aggregation and the disruption of the planarity of macrocyclic ring [144] are some of 

the reasons for the decrease in triplet quantum yields. 𝜏𝑇 lengthened for 2/FA where 

there was a decrease in T (compared to 2 alone) and a shortening of 𝜏𝑇 with an 

increase T for 2-FA compared to 2, as expected, Table 4.2. There was a decrease in 

T and the shortening of 𝜏𝑇 for 1-FA and 1/FA compared to 1, and 3-FA compared to 

3. Complex 1 has σ-C-H bonds of tert-butyl groups that may experience a “loose bolt” 

effect [151]. The “loose bolt” effect accelerates internal conversion (IC) by the loss of 

electronic energy during the vibrations of C-H bonds. The loss of electronic energy 

reduces the efficiency of ISC and subsequently affecting both the T and 𝜏𝑇 of 

conjugates, hence the decrease of T and 𝜏𝑇 for 1/FA and 1-FA, Table 4.2. The 

decrease in both the triplet quantum yields and lifetimes of 3 following conjugation (3-

FA), may be due to radiationless pathways.  
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4.3 SINGLET OXYGEN QUANTUM YIELDS. 

The ability of MPcs and their conjugates to generate singlet oxygen species was 

evaluated using a chemical method. Equation 1.4 was used to calculate the singlet 

oxygen quantum yield with unsubstituted ZnPc (= 0.67 in DMSO) [104] and AlPcSmix 

( = 0.34 in aqueous media) [105] used as reference standards. DPBF and ADMA 

were used as quenches with ZnPc and AlPcSmix standards, respectively. The rate of 

photodegradation of ADMA or DPBF was monitored by Uv/Vis spectra, Fig 4.4 using 

the degradation of DPBF by 6-cys-AgNPs for illustrative purposes. Triplet and singlet 

oxygen quantum yields are related since the latter are a result of the former interacting 

with ground state molecular oxygen.  
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Fig 4.4. Photodegradation of DPBF using 6-cys-AgNPs (as an example) in DMSO at 

30 s interval. 
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Table 4.3. Singlet oxygen quantum yields of MPcs and conjugates in DMSO. 

Complex Φ∆  ± 0.02 Φ𝑇 ± 0.05 

1 0.59 0.86 

1-FA 0.47 (0.12) 0.76 

1/FA Mixed 0.42 0.69 

1-AMNPs 0.47 0.87 

2 0.56 0.62 

2-FA  0.61 (0.17) 0.68 

2/FA Mixed 0.54 0.57 

2-AMNPs 0.51 0.69 

3 0.48 0.73 

3-FA 0.41 (0.15) 0.54 

3-AMNPs 0.38 0.65 

3-cys-AgNPs 0.59 0.74 

4 0.56 0.68 

4-AMNPs 0.59 0.79 

4-cys-AgNPs 0.63 0.74 

5 0.59 0.68 

5-cys-AgNPs 0.67 0.77 

6 0.26 0.34 

6-AMNPs 0.33 0.43 
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Singlet oxygen is generated when ground state molecular oxygen interacts with the 

excited triplet state of MPcs, hence a higher  is expected from a higher . The   

of asymmetric MPcs 1 - 5 were higher than those of symmetrical MPcs 6 and 7 due 

to their higher T, Table 4.3. Complex 7 also recorded a higher  compared to 6 

due to a higher T of 7 compared to 6. Asymmetric complex 3, with a higher triplet 

quantum yield compared to asymmetric 2, 4 and 5 recorded a lower singlet oxygen 

quantum yield compared to 2, 3 and 5, Table 4.3. The lower  of 3 could be due to 

nonradiative pathways.  

MPc-AgNPs recorded a higher  compared to their MPcs due to their higher T, 

Table 4.3. MPc-AMNPs conjugates (4-AMNPs, 6-AMNPs and 7-AMNPs) also 

recorded higher  in relation to their higher T compared to their MPcs. A decrease 

in  was observed for 1-AMNPs, 2-AMNPs and 3-AMNPs compared to 1, 2 and 3, 

respectively. The decrease in the  for the conjugates (1-AMNPs, 2-AMNPs and 

3-AMNPs) could be due to the screening effect caused by AMNPs which could have 

prevented the interaction of the excited triplet state of nanoconjugates and the 

ground state molecular oxygen [152] resulting in the insufficient energy transfer from 

the excited triplet state to the molecular oxygen. 

6-cys-AgNPs 0.45 0.54 

7 0.30 0.38 

7-AMNPs 0.37 0.46 

Values in brackets represents singlet oxygen quantum yields in water 
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Higher singlet oxygen quantum yields were obtained for 3-cys-AgNPs and 6-cys-

AgNPs compared to 3-AMNPs and 6-AMNPs owing to their higher triplet quantum 

yields, Table 4.3. 4-cys-AgNPs had a higher  as compared to 4-AMNPs even 

though 4-AMNPs had a higher T than 4-cys-AgNPs. The larger sized AMNPs (DLS 

= 16.45 nm) compared to cys-AgNPs (DLS = 13.98 nm), may screen off the energy 

transfer to molecular oxygen [152] as previously explained. 

Linked 1-FA and 2-FA conjugates showed a larger  compared to physically mixed 

conjugates 1/FA and 2/FA owing to their higher triplet quantum yield, Table 4.3. 3-

FA recorded a lower ∆ compared to 3 corresponding to the lower T value while 

2-FA had both its triplet and singlet oxygen quantum yield improved when compared 

to 2. The ΦΔ  studies of water soluble MPc-FA conjugates (1-FA, 2-FA, and 3-FA) 

were also conducted in aqueous solutions, Table 4.3. Quenching of the excited 

triplet state of porphyrin type complexes in water is common and that decreases 

their ΦΔ  [153], hence values are low in water compared to DMSO. The ability of 

these complexes to generate singlet oxygen in water, makes them suitable 

candidates for biological application as photosensitizers. The  values in water  

(Table 4.3) are still high enough for PDT applications since PDT photosensitizers in 

clinical trials such as LUTRIN have  values as low as 0.11 [28]. 
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4.4 SUMMARY. 

The photophysical and photochemical properties of MPcs and their conjugates were 

performed in DMSO using a comparative method with unsubstituted ZnPc as a 

standard. Fluorescence quantum yield of most MPcs decreased when linked to 

AMNPs and cys-AgNPs due to heavy atom effect of metal nanoparticles. The lower 

F values mostly resulted in higher T and  due to ISC of excited molecules 

because of heavy atom effect of AMNPs and cys-AgNPs. The heavy atom effect 

also improved the T and  of InPc (7) compared to ZnPc (6), both symmetrical. 

The undesired triplet and singlet oxygen quantum yields recorded for MPcs 1 - 3 

compared to their MPc-AMNPs and MPc-FA conjugates, could be caused by 

aggregation of MPcs, possible nonradiative relaxation processes and poor 

interaction of molecular oxygen with the excited triplet state. Linked MPc-FA 

conjugates were observed to have better singlet oxygen quantum yields than 

physically mixed MPc/FA conjugates. In addition, the ability of linked MPc-FA to 

generate singlet oxygen quantum yields in water makes them ideal photosensitizers 

for PDT. Asymmetric MPcs (1-5) and their conjugates recorded better 

photosensitizing properties than symmetrical MPcs (6,7) and their conjugates.
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PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY 

 

 

This chapter outlines the in vitro dark cytotoxicity and photodynamic therapy activity 

of MPcs when alone and when conjugated to folic acid, silver, and magnetic 

nanoparticles on MCF-7 breast cancer cells. MPcs 2 - 4, 6 and 7 and conjugates 2-

FA, 3-FA, 2-AMNPs, 3-AMNPs, 4-AMNPs, 4-cys-AgNPs, 6-AMNPs and 7-AMNPs 

were tested for their cytotoxicity on MCF-7 cells. 
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5.1 PDT STUDIES ON MCF-7 CELLS. 

5.1.1 Control studies. 

Control studies were conducted with 1.6% DMSO in culture media (DMEM), marked 

as zero concentration of MPcs and conjugates, Fig 5.1. DMSO (1.6%) did not show 

any cytotoxic effect on MCF-7 cells when tested both in the dark and under light, Fig 

5.1. AMNPs and FA alone showed no dark cytotoxicity and minimal PDT activity on 

MCF-7 breast cancer cells when studied at different concentrations, Fig 5.1 and 5.2, 

respectively.  

 

Fig 5.1. Dark cytotoxicity and PDT activity of 1.6% DMSO in culture media (0 µg/mL) 

and AMNPs alone (5-80 µg/mL) on MCF-7 cells. 
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Fig 5.2. Dark cytotoxicity and PDT activity of 1.6% DMSO in culture media (0 µg/mL) 

and FA alone (5-80 µg/mL) on MCF-7 cells.  

 

5.1.2 MPc-NPs conjugates. 

 In vitro dark cytotoxicity studies.  

Dark cytotoxicity studies of PS agents (MPcs and conjugates) on MCF-7 cells are 

summarized in Table 5.1. At gradient concentrations, MPcs and conjugates were 

found to have low cytotoxicity in the dark, Fig 5.3 (complex 7 and 7-AMNPs as 

examples) and Fig 5.4 with 4, 4-cys-AgNPs and 4-AMNPs. More than 85% of cell 

viabilities were recorded below 50 µg/mL for both MPcs and conjugates, indicating 

very low cytotoxic effect in the dark, Fig 5.3A and B. The low cytocidal effect of MPcs 

and conjugates in the dark is demonstrated by ≥70% cell viability after treatment 

with 80 µg/mL, as shown in Table 5.1.  
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Fig 5.5B micrographs also depicts the low cytocidal effect of 80 µg/mL of 6-AMNPs 

after dark treatment, as an example. Cell confluence of the viable cells after 

treatment (Fig 5.5B) is equivalent to that of 1.6% DMSO, Fig 5.5A, indicating low 

dark cytotoxicity of PS agents. There was a decrease in dark cytotoxicity of 

asymmetrical MPcs 2 - 4 when conjugated to nanoparticles compared to 

symmetrical MPcs 6 and 7 as highlighted on Table 5.1, proving the importance of 

symmetry in PDT. The low cytotoxic effect of MPcs and conjugates in the dark is 

desirable as it indicates poor chemotherapeutic effect of photosensitizers. 

 

 In vitro photodynamic therapy studies. 

The efficacy of MPcs and conjugates as PS agents were evaluated at different 

concentration (5–80 µg/mL) at irradiation dosimetry of 150 J/cm2 for 4, 4-cys-AgNPs 

and 4-AMNPs and 170 J/cm2 2, 3, 6, 7, 2-AMNPs, 3-AMNPs, 6-AMNPs and 7-

AMNPs. The different irradiation doses were used due to availability of the light 

sources (Modulight). There was an increase in the PDT activity with an increase in 

the administered concentration for all MPcs and conjugates as illustrated on Fig 

5.3A and B, with complex 7 and 7-AMNPs as examples and Fig 5.4 with 4, 4-cys-

AgNPs and 4-AMNPs at 80 µg/mL. The difference in cell death is also demonstrated 

by cell confluence of viable cells on Fig 5.5C and D micrographs at 5 µg/mL and 80 

µg/mL of 6-AMNPs as examples, respectively, after PDT treatment. Less cell death 

at 5 µg/mL is demonstrated by the resulting higher cell confluence of viable cells on 

Fig 5.5C, while a high cell death at 80 µg/mL of MPcs and conjugates is 

demonstrated by very low cell confluence of viable cells on Fig 5.5D.  
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PS agents generates singlet oxygen when irradiated with a beam of laser light, 

which is responsible for the cytotoxic killing of cancer cells, hence there is a sharp 

decline of viable cells after PDT treatment as opposed to dark cytotoxicity, Table 

5.1. Complex 4 recorded the lowest cell viability of all MPcs alone at 80 µg/mL 

concentration even though low dosimetry was used. The lower cell viability is due 

to the higher singlet oxygen quantum yield of 4 compared to 3, 6 and 7, Table 5.1. 

In addition, the presence of bulky tert-butyl substituents could have prevented 

aggregation of complex 4 within the cells when also compared to other asymmetric 

MPcs 2 and 3 that only have carboxy phenoxy and cinnamic acid substituents only.  

2-AMNPs and 3-AMNPs recorded a lower PDT activity compared to their parent 

MPcs 2 and 3 due to their lower , Table 5.1. There was also a decrease in the 

PDT activity for 4 =24.01% to 4-cys-AgNPs = 31.42% and 4-AMNPs = 35.28% even 

when the conjugates had higher singlet oxygen than 4, Table 5.1. A similar decrease 

in PDT activity (increase in cell viability) was observed for 6-AMNPs compared to 6 

and 7-AMNPs compared to 7, which had higher  than MPcs (6 and 7).The 

decrease of the PDT activity for conjugates could be due to the slow in vitro 

dissolution rate of nanoparticles in physiological media such as DMEM that is known 

to affect their bioavailability [154,155], which could affect their efficacy as in the case 

of 4-AMNPs, 4-cys-AgNPs, 6-AMNPs and 7-AMNPs.  
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There was no major difference between the PDT activity of 4-cys-AgNPs compared 

to 4-AMNPs, although the former had a higher singlet oxygen quantum yield, Fig 

5.4, and Table 5.1. Even though the PDT activity decreased for some conjugates, 

nanoparticles can still play an important role of improving delivery of MPcs and 

conjugates at the tumour side through the EPR effect or in targeted combination 

therapy as contrast agents in magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (AMNPs) and 

therapeutic agents hyperthermia systems [156]. 
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Fig 5.3. Dark cytotoxicity and PDT activity of (A) complex 7 and (B) 7-AMNPs on 

MCF-7 at gradient concentrations. Zero concentration represent control media. 

Fig 5.4. Dark cytotoxicity and PDT activity of complex 4 and its conjugates at 80 

µg/mL on MCF-7 cells.  
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Fig 5.5. Micrographic representation of MCF-7 carcinoma cells after treatment with 

A) 1.6% DMSO, B) 80 µg/mL of 6-AMNPs after dark cytotoxicity treatment, C) 5 

µg/mL of 6-AMNPs after PDT treatment and D) 80 µg/mL of 6-AMNPs after PDT 

treatment.  
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Table 5.1. Percentage cell viabilities of MCF-7 cells at 80 mg/mL for the MPcs and 

conjugates in comparison to their singlet oxygen quantum yield.  

MPcs/Conjugates % cell viability (dark) % cell viability (light) ΦΔ  

2 69.98  4.02 31.39  3.59 0.56 

2-AMNPs 91.03  2.98 43.91  1.52 0.51 

3 77.73  3.50 37.29  1.86 0.48 

3-AMNPs 88.34  3.98 45.64  2.28 0.36 

4 79.78  3.59 24.01  1.20 0.56 

4-cys-AgNPs 83.63  4.81 31.42  1.57 0.63 

4-AMNPs 86.72  4.34 35.28  1.75 0.59 

6 86.71  4.34 32.10  1.61 0.26 

6-AMNPs 81.02  4.05 43.41  2.17 0.33 

7 86.72  3.56 32.10  1.18 0.30 

7-AMNPs 81.02  3.74 43.40  2.32 0.37 

*Energy of the irradiation light was 150 J/cm2 for 4 and its conjugates and 170 J/cm2 for 2, 3, 6, 7 

and their conjugates. 
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5.1.3 MPc-FA conjugates. 

 In vitro dark cytotoxicity studies. 

The in vitro dark cytotoxicity of complexes 2, 3, 2-FA and 3-FA against MCF-7 cells 

was evaluated at gradient concentrations, Fig 5.6 with 2-FA as an example. MPcs 

and conjugates concentrations of ≤80 µg/mL accounted for more than 80% viable 

cells showing minimal dark cytotoxicity, Fig 5.6. Comparison of the dark cytotoxicity 

of FA conjugates and AMNPs conjugates is illustrated on Fig 5.7. The linkage of 

MPcs 2 and 3 to FA and AMNPs afforded reduced in vitro dark cytotoxicity of 2 and 

3, Fig 5.7. 2-AMNPs was the least toxic with 93% cell viability in the dark while 3-

AMNPs, 3-FA, 2-FA accounted for >80% cell viability at 80 µg/mL, Fig 5.7. The low 

in vitro dark cytotoxicity of MPcs and conjugates was also observed in the overall 

cell confluence in the micrographs, Fig 5.8B using 3-FA as an example, where the 

number of viable cells is almost close to those of control studies alone, Fig 5.8A. 

 

 In vitro photodynamic therapy studies. 

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) activity of complexes on MCF-7 cells was evaluated 

in triplicates at a fixed irradiation dosimetry of 170 J/cm2. PDT activity of MPcs and 

conjugates increased with an increase in concentration, Fig 5.6 with 2-FA as an 

example. Fig 5.8C and D depicts the confluence of viable cells differences after PDT 

treatment. There was a significant loss of viable cells at highest concentrations after 

treatment of light as compared to cell viability data obtained in the dark which shows 
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that MPcs and conjugates under study are more potent as PS agents than they are 

as chemotherapeutic agents.  

FA containing conjugates (2-FA and 3-FA) recorded a better PDT activity on MCF-

7 cells compared to AMNPs conjugates (2-AMNPs and 3-AMNPs) as illustrated at 

their highest concentration (80 µg/mL) recording <40% viable cells compared to 

>40% cell viable cells for AMNPs conjugates, Fig 5.7. The ∆ of 3-FA = 0.41 is 

higher than 3-AMNPs = 0.38. The same applies to 2-FA at 0.61 which is higher than 

2-AMNPs at 0.51 in DMSO. Thus, the PDT activity is aligned with the higher singlet 

oxygen quantum yields of MPc-FA compared to MPc-AMNPs. Furthermore, the 

ability of 2-FA and 3-FA to generate singlet oxygen in water is thought to have 

improved the PDT activity and cytotoxic efficiency of PS agents. Targeted drug 

delivery by AMNPs is through EPR effect as previously explained while FA targeting 

is through high affinity binding of FA with folate receptors which are expressed on 

human cancer cells [157], hence improving bioavailability of FA conjugates on the 

cancer cells while improving PDT activity. 
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Fig 5.6. PDT activity and dark cytotoxicity of 2-FA at different concentrations (as a 

representative). Control studies are represented by 0 µg/mL concentration. 

Fig 5.7. Dark cytotoxicity and PDT activity of 2, 3, 2-AMNPs, 2-FA, 3-AMNPs and 3-

FA on MCF-7 cells at 80 µg/mL. 
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Fig 5.8. Photomicrographs of MCF-7 carcinoma cells for A) 1.6% DMSO after PDT 

treatment, B) 80 µg/mL of 3-FA after dark cytotoxicity treatment C) 5 µg/mL of 3-FA 

after PDT treatment and D) 80 µg/mL of 3-FA after PDT treatment. Scale bar = 200 

µm. 
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5.2 SUMMARY. 

The in vitro dark cytotoxicity and PDT activity of MPcs and conjugates (MPc-FA, 

MPc-AMNPs and MPc-AgNPs) were tested on MCF-7 breast cancer cells at 

different concentrations. There was a low in vitro cytocidal effect of MPcs alone (2, 

3, 4, 6 and 7) and conjugates ( 2-AMNPs, 2-FA, 3-AMNPs, 3-FA, 4-AMNPs, 4-cys-

AgNPs, 6-AMNPs and 7-AMNPs) in the dark as compared to their PDT activity on 

MCF-7 cells. The PDT activity increased with an increase in concentration of MPcs 

and conjugates.  

At 80 µg/mL, MPcs 2 and 3 alone recorded better PDT activity than their conjugates 

due to low ∆ of 2-AMNPs, 3-AMNPs compared to 2 and 3. A low PDT activity of 

conjugates 4-cys-AgNPs, 4-AMNPs, 6-AMNPs and 7-AMNPs with higher ∆ 

compared to their MPcs alone was also observed, possibly due to aggregation of 

MPcs on the nanoparticle [133,144]. In addition, the slow in vitro dissolution of 

nanoparticles in physiological media is known to affect their bioavailability [154,155]. 

The same decrease of PDT activity was observed for 2-FA and 3-FA conjugates. 

MPc-FA conjugates recorded better PDT activity compared to MPc-AMNPs 

conjugates due to their higher ∆. Folic acid-folate targeting, and water solubility of 

MPc-FA conjugates improved their bioavailability, hence improving PDT activity on 

MCF-7 cells over AMNPs carriers. MCF-7 cell viabilities of less than 50% were 

recorded at 80 µg/mL of all MPcs and conjugates administered under laser 

irradiation making them better agents as photosensitizers in cancer therapy.
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PHOTODYNAMIC ANTIMICROBIAL CHEMOTHERAPY  

 

 

This chapter outlines the in vitro dark cytotoxicity and photodynamic antimicrobial 

chemotherapy (PACT) activity of MPcs alone and when conjugated to silver 

nanoparticles on Gram (+) S. aureus. Cinnamic acid MPcs 3 - 6 with their MPc-

AgNPs conjugates (Scheme 3.10) were tested for both dark cytotoxicity and PACT 

activity on S. aureus. 
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6.1 PACT STUDIES ON S. AUREUS. 

6.1.1 Control and optimization studies. 

All complexes were dissolved in 2% of DMSO in PBS (pH 7.4) which was also used 

for control studies. 2% DMSO/PBS did not show any antimicrobial effect on S. 

aureus when studied at 30 min irradiation under light or when placed in the dark for 

30 min, Fig 6.1. Optimization studies were performed on S. aureus using complex 

5 (as an example), Fig 6.1. The optimum concentration (amount that has the highest 

cytotoxicity, resulting in the lowest viable bacterial colonies (<50%)) was found to 

be 5 mg/L as tested with complex 5 (as an example), Fig 6.1. At higher 

concentrations, the antimicrobial activity of MPcs and conjugates decreases, which 

could be due to aggregation of the complexes at these concentrations.  

 

Fig 6.1. Effect of 2% DMSO/ PBS (pH 7.4) and MPcs and conjugates concentration 

(using 5 as an example) on S. aureus after 30 min of light irradiation.  
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6.1.2 In vitro dark cytotoxicity and PACT studies. 

MPcs alone and their conjugates recorded minimal antimicrobial activity (< 15% 

killing) in the dark at times 90 min and 120 min, Fig 6.2 (using 5 and 5-cys-AgNPs 

for illustrative purposes). The same trend was observed for all other MPcs (3, 4 and 

6) with their conjugates. The observed dark cytotoxicity (< 15% killing) could be due 

to the antimicrobial properties of cinnamic acid derivatives and silver nanoparticles 

[60,158]. The antimicrobial activity of MPcs alone and conjugates increased when 

incubated in the presence of light compared to that in the dark Fig 6.2, showing high 

potency against S. aureus in light treatment than in the dark. The difference in the 

dark cytotoxicity and PACT activity of MPcs and conjugates can also be observed 

on agar micrographs, Fig 6.3B and C using 5-cys-AgNPs as an example. There was 

an almost complete inactivation of S. aureus colonies on agar micrographs after 

PACT treatment (Fig 6.3C) compared to partially full agar micrographs of viable S. 

aureus colonies after dark cytotoxicity studies (Fig 6.3B). 

Log reductions and percentage reduction were used to quantify viable 

microorganisms after PACT. Percentage reductions is a ratio of the number of viable 

colonies after treatment with the photosensitizer to viable colonies of the control 

studies (without the photosensitizer) under the same treatment conditions. Log 

reduction determines the reduction of viable microorganisms using a logarithmic 

scale. Equation 6.1 [74] was used to calculate viable microorganisms and the results 

are summarizes in Table 6.1.  

Log reduction = Log10(A) - Log10(B)…….……………………………………. 6.1   
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where A and B are the number of viable micro-organism, before and after treatment, 

respectively. Photocytotoxicity (PACT) activity of conjugates resulted in higher log 

reduction and percentage reductions as compared to MPcs alone, Table 6.1. The 

higher photocytotoxicity is related to the higher  of conjugates compared to that 

of MPcs alone, Table 6.1. Cys-AgNPs alone had log reduction of 4.49 with 

percentage reduction of 45.21, which shows relatively low antimicrobial potency on 

the S. aureus under light. This provides evidence that the PACT activity of 

conjugates was influenced more by the MPc structure and its singlet oxygen 

generating abilities than the cys-AgNPs, the later improves singlet oxygen quantum 

yields.  

Complex 6 and 6-cys-AgNPs recorded the lowest log reductions of 2.97 and 5.68, 

respectively compared to other MPcs and conjugates, Table 6.1, corresponding to 

the low singlet oxygen quantum yields in 6 and 6-cys-AgNPs. The log reduction of 

2.97 obtained for complex 6 is comparable to the recently reported 2.61 for a cationic 

silicon phthalocyanine [159]. MPcs 3 - 5 and their conjugates have asymmetric 

structures with higher  compared to 6 and 6-cys-AgNPs, Table 6.1. In addition to 

higher , asymmetry in complexes such as MPcs is known to improve 

photosensitizing properties, hence the higher log reduction for 3 - 5 and conjugates 

compared to 6 and 6-cys-AgNPs. 5 and 5-cys-AgNPs had the highest log reductions 

of all MPcs and conjugates due to high singlet oxygen quantum yields, Table 6.1. 
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Comparing the PDT and PACT activities of 4 and 4-cys-AgNPs, shows that there 

was low cytotoxicity in the dark of 4 and 4-cys-AgNPs when tested on MCF-7 cells 

and on S. aureus. 4 and 4-cys-AgNPs also had higher phototoxicity that resulted in 

high PDT activity (low cell viability) and high log reductions as a result of S. aureus 

photoinactivation, Table 5.1 and 6.1.  

 

Fig 6.2. Dark cytotoxicity and PACT activity of 5 mg/L of 5 and 5-cys-AgNPs (as an 

example) on S. aureus. Control studies were done with 2% DMSO in PBS (pH 7.4). 
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Fig 6.3. Agar plates micrographs depicting the S. aureus colonies after 120 min of 

treatment with A) 2% DMSO in PBS as control, B) 5 mg/L of 5-cys-AgNPs in the 

dark and C) 5 mg/L of 5-cys-AgNPs (as an example) in the light (PACT).  

 

Table 6.1. Log reduction values for the photoinactivation of S. aureus with 5 mg/L 

of photosensitizers dissolved in 2% DMSO of PBS. Irradiation time of 120 min.  

Complex Percentage reduction Log reduction  

Cys-AgNPs 45.21 4.49 - 

3 85.89 3.42 0.48 

3-cys-AgNPs 99.72 6.71 0.59 

4 96.98 5.82 0.56 

4-cys-AgNPs 99.84 7.71 0.63 

5 94.56 6.12 0.59 

5-cys-AgNPs 99.95 8.06 0.67 

6 84.52 2.97 0.26 

6-cys-AgNPs 95.83 5.68 0.45 
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6.1.3 MPcs photostability studies. 

Irradiation times used during PACT studies were longer (30 min to 120 min) in order 

to allow the reactive oxygen species (ROS) to oxidize the cell membranes and the 

internal DNA structures to result in effective destruction of the cytoplasm, thus the 

inactivation of the bacteria [160]. The MPcs and conjugates used in this work were 

hence tested for their stability under longer (0 to 180 min) UV irradiations (light 

source wavelength of 680 nm) while monitoring the spectral changes of the Q-band 

over 60 min intervals, Fig 6.4. There was no degradation of the complexes or the 

conjugates that were observed at 0-180 min UV irradiation of the photosensitizers 

[161], indicating the stability of the complexes at longer irradiation times of PACT. 

There were insignificant spectral changes on the Q-band of complex 5 and 5-cys-

AgNPs (as representatives of the photosensitizers) after irradiation with light, Fig 

6.4A and B, respectively.    
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Fig 6.4. Spectral changes in the Q-band of the UV irradiated A) 5 and B) 5-cys-

AgNPs in DMSO monitored at 60 min irradiation with initial absorbance at ~1.5. Light 

source UV wavelength of 680 nm.  
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6.2 SUMMARY. 

The dark cytotoxicity and PACT activity of cinnamic acid ZnPcs alone and when 

conjugated to cys-AgNPs were successfully tested on Gram (+) S. aureus 

microorganisms. There was very low dark cytotoxicity of MPcs (3 - 6) and MPc-

AgNPs (3-cys-AgNPs, 4-cys-AgNPs, 5-cys-AgNPs and 6-cys-AgNPs) compared to 

their PACT activity on S. aureus. Asymmetric MPcs (3 - 5) and their conjugates 

recorded better PACT activity compared to symmetrical MPc 6 and its conjugate. 

MPc-AgNPs recorded higher log reductions and reduction percentages of S. aureus 

compared to MPcs alone, due to their higher singlet oxygen quantum yield.  
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

 

This chapter outlines the findings of the studies completed and reported in this 

thesis. It also makes recommendations for future studies. 
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7.1 CONCLUSIONS. 

This study reported on the successful synthesis of novel asymmetric and 

symmetrical carboxylic acid functionalized phthalocyanine complexes metallated 

with zinc and indium in their inner cavity. The electronic absorption spectra of MPcs 

and conjugates showed the appearance of a monomeric Q-band (ca. 670 nm) and 

a B-band (ca. 350 nm) in DMSO, such bands are typical of MPcs in DMSO. The 

structure of MPcs was confirmed by FTIR, NMR, MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry 

and elemental analysis. MPcs were further covalently linked to amino functionalized 

magnetic nanoparticles (AMNPs), L-cysteine capped silver nanoparticles (cys-

AgNPs) and folic acid (FA) through an amide bond between the carboxylic acid of 

MPcs and the NH2 of AMNPs, or cys-AgNPs or FA. This was for the first time that 

MPcs were linked to FA through the NH2 group of FA instead of carboxyl groups. 

MPcs were also linked to AgNPs through a cysteine linker for the first time in this 

work.  

 

The covalent linkage of FA to MPcs improved the water solubility of MPcs (1 - 3) 

and improved the photosensitizing properties of MPcs in water compared to the non-

water soluble physically mixed MPcs and FA conjugates. Asymmetric MPcs (1-5) 

and their conjugates recorded improved photophysical and photochemical 

properties compared to the symmetrical MPcs (6 and 7) and their conjugates, 

respectively. Tetra substituted InPc (7) and its conjugate recorded higher triplet and 

singlet oxygen quantum yields compared to tetra substituted ZnPc (6), due to heavy 

atom effect of indium compared to zinc. The heavy atom effect of AMNPs and 

AgNPs also improved the triplet and singlet oxygen quantum yields of MPcs 4, 6 
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and 7 when linked to AMNPs and MPcs 3 - 6 when linked to AgNPs. MPcs 1 - 3 

recorded peculiar triplet and singlet oxygen quantum yields when linked to AMNPs 

and FA. This was thought to be due to aggregation of MPc monomers, possible non-

radiative processes, or poor interaction of molecular oxygen with excited triplet 

state.  

 

MPcs and conjugates (MPc-FA, MPc-AgNPs and MPc-AMNPs) recorded lower dark 

cytotoxicity effect and higher PDT activity on MCF-7 breast cancer cells at different 

concentrations. At 80 µg/mL, the lower singlet oxygen quantum yield of 2-AMNPs 

and 3-AMNPs resulted in a lower PDT activity compared to 2 and 3, respectively. 

There was also a decrease in PDT activity of 4-cys-AgNPs, 4-AMNPs, 6-AMNPs, 7-

AMNPs, 2-FA and 3-FA compared to their MPcs. The decrease in PDT activity of 

conjugates compared to MPcs alone could be due to aggregation of MPcs through 

- stacking of the planar rings which decreases the photoactivity of MPcs 

[133,144]. In addition, the slow in vitro dissolution rate of nanoparticles in 

physiological media is also known to affect their bioavailability [154,155].  

MPc-FA conjugates recorded better PDT activity when compared to MPc-AMNPs 

conjugates due to their higher ∆. Additionally, folic acid-folate targeting, and water 

solubility of MPc-FA improved their bioavailability, hence improving the PDT activity 

on MCF-7 cells over AMNPs carriers. All MPcs and conjugates recorded MCF-7 cell 

viabilities of less than 50% at 80 µg/mL concentration under light irradiation (PDT), 

hence proving that the complexes under study are more potent as photosensitizers 

in cancer therapy than as chemotherapeutic agents. 
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The in vitro dark cytotoxicity and PACT activity of cinnamic acid ZnPcs and their 

AgNPs showed low cytotoxicity of MPcs (3 - 6) and MPc-AgNPs (3-cys-AgNPs, 4-

cys-AgNPs, 5-cys-AgNPs and 6-cys-AgNPs) in the dark compared to their PACT 

activity on S. aureus. Asymmetric MPcs (3 - 5) and their conjugates recorded better 

PACT activity compared to symmetrical MPc 6 and its conjugate. MPc-AgNPs 

recorded higher log reductions and reduction percentages of S. aureus compared 

to MPcs alone, due to their higher singlet oxygen quantum yield. This study has 

demonstrated for the first time that MPcs and their conjugates can be applied to 

both PDT and PACT.  

 

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS. 

To synthesize water soluble asymmetric MPcs for improved singlet oxygen quantum 

yields in water and to achieve better cellular uptake by cancer cells (PDT) or 

microorganisms (PACT).  

Detailed in vitro and in vivo studies of MPcs and conjugates on different cancer cell 

lines and microorganism (Gram (+) and Gram (-)) with fluorescence imaging to 

monitor cellular uptake will be required to advance the research on PDT and PACT.  

Different cancer specific molecules linked to asymmetric MPcs will be required to 

improve delivery of PS agents on cancer site. Further studies need to be conducted 

on different nanoparticles when linked to MPcs for improved drug delivery and 

solubility in vitro and in vivo.
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